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This dissertation focuses on the methodological development, evaluation and applications 
of non-market valuation techniques in environmental economics. The first essay reviews 38 
studies on the valuation of beach proximity using hedonic property value models since the 1980s. 
I find that choice of control variables and site characteristics are significant determinants of the 
value estimates. Therefore, the meta-analysis benefit transfer that incorporates site characteristics 
is much more preferred than the other benefit transfer methods, such as the direct value transfer 
and function transfer. 
The second essay seeks to address the sampling bias in the analysis of on-site survey data. 
I propose two alternative empirical approaches that both utilize the sample distribution and treat 
the endogenous stratification and truncation issues separately. My Monte Carlo simulation shows 
that the proposed empirical approaches can better correct the bias when the population 
distribution deviates from the assumed distributions in the standard models. A case study of the 
recreation demand for coastal beaches on Plum Island, Massachusetts, is presented using the 
alternative correction methods.  
            In the third essay, I empirically test the existence of the status quo effect in choice 
experiments and its possible determinants using the data on the consumer preferences for locally 
grown fresh produce in Massachusetts. In addition to individual characteristics, I find that market 
xi 
 
experience in purchasing locally grown fresh produce significantly reduces the choice of status 
quo option. The results imply that when analyzing choice experiments data, the inclusion of an 
alternative specific constant for the status quo option is necessary. In addition, individual 
characteristics and previous market experience are important determinants of the status quo 
effect in choice experiments. 




This dissertation focuses on the methodological development, evaluation and applications 
of non-market valuation techniques in environmental economics. The dissertation consists of 
three separate essays on the meta-analysis of hedonic property value models, the on-site 
sampling bias correction in travel cost models, and the status quo effect in choice experiments. It 
explores and addresses some empirical issues that researchers may encounter when employing 
these valuation techniques. 
  Hedonic property value models have been widely used in environmental valuation. 
Although the theory is well-developed, there is no consensus on the empirical implementations 
in the literature. The first essay reviews 38 studies related to the valuation of beach proximity, a 
typical environmental characteristic of the property, using hedonic property value models since 
the 1980s. I find an abundant heterogeneity in the modeling strategy and estimation techniques. 
Therefore, a wide range of estimates of beach proximity values are generated. The essay uses a 
relative measure of beach proximity effect on property value (Proportional Price Effect or PPE) 
by taking the ratio of marginal willingness to pay for beach proximity and property value. A 
meta-analysis is conducted with the 133 estimates of PPE of beach proximity to identify the 
possible sources of variation in the values. It is found that mean distance to beach is a strong 
predictor of PPE. Furthermore, choice of control variables and site characteristics are also 
significant determinants. However, functional forms, spatial analysis technique and most of data 
characteristics do not have a robust effect on the estimates. For the purpose of benefit transfer, a 
meta-analysis approach is recommended to enable the incorporation of site characteristics. 
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  The second essay seeks to address some econometric issues in the analysis of on-site 
survey data. On-site surveys are frequently used in the recreation demand analysis in 
environmental valuation and other research areas, such as marketing research and public health. 
A known issue with on-site sampling is that it oversamples the frequent participants (endogenous 
stratification) and leaves out the non-participants (truncation). Therefore on-site sampling 
scheme can result in biased estimation of model parameters and welfare measures. Econometric 
models for on-site data analysis based on specific distributional assumptions were developed (e.g. 
Shaw 1988 and Englin and Shonkwiler 1995). The shortcoming of these standard models is that 
the correction for on-site sampling bias is only accurate when the assumed distribution is correct. 
In essay 2, I propose two alternative empirical approaches that both utilize the sample 
distribution and treat the endogenous stratification and truncation issues separately. Monte Carlo 
simulation is conducted to evaluate alternative empirical approaches to correcting on-site 
sampling bias. Simulation results show that the proposed empirical approaches can better correct 
the bias caused by endogenous stratification when the population distribution deviates from the 
assumed distributions in the standard models. A case study of the recreation demand for coastal 
beaches on Plum Island, Massachusetts, is presented using the alternative correction methods. 
  The third essay focuses on the status quo effect in choice experiments which is not 
uncommon in non-market valuation studies. In addition to testing the existence of the status quo 
effect in choice experiments, many researchers are particularly interested in the possible 
determinants of the status quo effect. While some of the existing studies have identified 
individual characteristics and choice complexity as determinants, I explore whether the previous 
market experience has an effect on the status quo effect. From the choice experiments data on the 
consumers’ preferences for locally grown fresh produce in Massachusetts, I find that market 
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experience in purchasing locally grown fresh produce significantly reduces the choice of the 
status quo option. However, the self-reported knowledge of the goods does not have a 
statistically significant effect due to possible measurement problems. Therefore, for choice 
experiments modelers, the inclusion of an alternative specific constant for the status quo option 
is necessary. Additionally, the inclusion of individual characteristics and the previous market 
experience is recommended to understand the status quo effect in choice experiments.  
            The three essays of this dissertation center on the empirical issues in applying the non-
market valuation techniques and all of them carry out the real data analysis. From the 
methodological perspective, each of the essays provides some recommendations regarding how 
to address the potential issues. In the next three chapters, I present the three essays separately and 






CHAPTER 1: A Meta-analysis of Marginal Willingness to Pay for Proximity to 




            There has been a long-standing recognition of beaches as unique and important natural 
resources that provide recreation opportunities, property protection and numerous ecological 
services. However, the existence of beaches has been threatened. Both natural forces, such as 
storms, climate change, sea level rise etc. and increasing human activities can result in the loss of 
beaches (Galgano and Douglas 2000). Policy makers also have noticed the issue and different 
actions have been taken to preserve the vanishing beaches. Those policy alternatives include 
beach erosion control
1
, beach replenishment, and retreat to inland (Kriesel et al. 2004). No matter 
which alternative is chosen, the potential costs of implementation are daunting and various 
socioeconomic and ecological impacts are involved
2
. Therefore, the policy debate hinges on 
whether those public investments make economic sense or whether they can survive a cost-
benefit analysis. All those concerns highlight the importance of accurate beach valuation which 
fits into the benefits side of the policy analysis. 
            The challenge with beach valuation is that there is no market place for beach quality. 
Hence, the nonmarket valuation techniques have to be adopted, for example the travel cost model 
(Parsons et al. 2013), choice experiment method (Huang et al. 2007), contingent valuation 
method (Silberman et al. 1992; Lindsay et al. 1992) and site choice model (Parsons et al. 1999). 
                                                          
1
 Beach erosion control usually involves the installation of hard structures such as seawalls, jetties and groins. It is 
considered as a more permanent solution than beach nourishment. 
 
2
 For example, Islip Town Board has just decided to raise funds for a $19.9 million beach replenishment project to 
restore the Fire Island beach erosion control districts after the storm Sandy (Suffolk County News, 2013) 
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Hedonic property value model, as an indirect valuation approach, has also been widely used in 
the studies of environmental valuation, including air quality, water quality, pollution sites, 
climate and other amenities or disamenities
3
. The underlying assumption of the hedonic property 
value model is that the value of environmental amenities and disamenities can be capitalized into 
the property values if I assume perfect competition and equilibrium in the housing market 
(Freeman 1979; Freeman 2003). Thus, the valuation of the environmental amenities and 
disamenities can be obtained by estimating the equilibrium housing prices against the relevant 
housing characteristics and environmental characteristics. In the case of beach proximity 




            Although the theory is well-developed, there is no consensus on the empirical 
implementations in the literature. This essay reviews 38 studies related to the valuation of beach 
proximity, a typical environmental characteristic of the property, using hedonic property value 
models since the 1980s. I find an abundant heterogeneity in the modeling strategy and estimation 
techniques. Therefore, a wide range of estimates of beach proximity values are generated. The 
marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) for an additional meter of beach proximity at the mean 
distance ranges from $-87.68 to more than $2,000
5
, with most of the studies reporting positive 
                                                          
3
 Boyle and Kiel (2001) review the literature that use hedonic property value model to estimate the impact of 
environmental externalities, such as air quality (12 studies), water quality (7 studies), undesirable land use including 
landfill, power plants, hazardous waste sites, toxic sites, refineries, incinerators, superfund sites, smelters (16 
studies), and some other neighborhood characteristics and multiple environmental pollutants. 
 
4
 It is important to notice that beach proximity could be considered both as amenity and disamenity. For instance, 
property owners in the vicinity of beaches have more beach recreation opportunities and enjoy better air quality. 
Meanwhile, they also suffer from the unpredictable hurricane attacks and flood hazards, especially for the 
oceanfront property owners. 
 
5
 If not specified individually, all monetary values in this essay are inflated to 2013 dollars, using the inflation 
converter from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
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values for beach proximity. The wildly different results from various studies might pose a big 
risk to the cost-benefit analysis of beach preservation policies and make policy-making 
controversial. Furthermore, hedonic modeling strategy has improved rapidly in the past decade. 
Therefore, a systematic review of the existing results is necessary. 
            There are several objectives that this study attempts to achieve. First, it provides a broad 
review of existing studies related to beach valuation using hedonic property value models since 
the 1980s. A body of 38 hedonic property value studies was found from peer reviewed journal 
publications, Ph.D. dissertations, and unpublished working papers. Second, I explore for the 
possible sources of variation in the values of beach proximity. A meta-analysis is conducted with 
the 133 estimates of marginal willingness to pay (MWTP) for beach proximity to identify the 
determinants of MWTP among various study characteristics. It provides some methodological 
suggestions for the future research using hedonic property value models to perform the beach 
proximity valuation. Third, the results of this study imply that a multiple-study benefit transfer 
approach, such as meta-analysis, is preferred in the economic valuation studies. To the best of 




            The rest of the essay proceeds as follows. The next section lays out the theoretical 
foundations for beach proximity valuation using hedonic models and introduces meta-analysis. 
The third section describes the compilation of the meta-analysis data and the summary statistics. 
The results of the meta-analysis are presented in the fourth section, followed by the implications 
for benefit transfer. The last section concludes the first essay. 
                                                          
6
 The closest study in spirit to this essay is Simons and Saginor (2006), in which the positive environmental 
amenities are included in the hedonic meta-analysis, such as beach access, views, park and riparian area proximity. 
However, those positive amenities are mixed together and there is no common metric to investigate the details about 




Hedonic Models and Meta-analysis 
Hedonic Models 
            The first influential theoretical hedonic model was developed by Rosen (1974) to 
estimate the implicit prices of characteristics associated with a differentiated product. Within the 
context of environmental valuation, the equilibrium property value P is assumed to be described 
by a hedonic function of different property attributes, including house structure characteristics 
(S), neighborhood characteristics (N), and environmental characteristics (E), following Freeman 
(1979, 2003) and Taylor (2003).  
),,( ENSPP   
In equilibrium, the marginal cost of providing one additional unit of a certain characteristic 
equals the marginal willingness to pay which is also referred as the implicit price for the 
characteristic. The MWTP shall be obtained by taking the partial derivative of the hedonic 
function with respect to the characteristic. For beach proximity valuation, if the distance to the 
beach is a continuous variable, the MWTP is calculated as EENSP  /),,( . If the distance to 
the beach is a discrete measure, for example in the distance zones within certain miles from 
beaches, the price differential iP  is calculated using the following formula proposed by Braden 




),|0(),|1( NSZoneEPNSZoneEPP iii   
                                                          
7
 Particularly, the Kennedy's correction (Kennedy 1981) is used to calculate the price differential in a semi-log 
model and then the value is averaged over the distance interval. For example, if there is a dummy variable indicating 







eP , where ˆ  is the coefficient of the distance dummy and )ˆvar(  is the variance of the 
coefficient. The value is then averaged over the 5-mile distance to approximate the MWTP at the cutoff at 5 miles. 
8 
 
where ),|1( NSZoneEP i   is the property value if the property is located in Zone 1 and 
),|0( NSZoneEP i   is the property value if the property is located in Zone 0. To enable the fair 
comparison across studies, all the marginal values for beach proximity are converted to the 





            Meta-analysis is a systematic review of the literature that statistically combines results 
from individual studies. It seeks to find the direction and the size effect of interest, and also 
conducts the quality assessment of the effect. This approach has been frequently used in various 
areas, e.g. medical, education and phycology. There also are an increasing number of meta-
analysis studies in economics in the past decades.  
            In addition to the literature synthesis, environmental economists employ meta-analysis to 
conduct benefit transfer, in which reliable welfare measures can be obtained from the existing 
literature and be extrapolated in other sites. For example, Smith and Huang (1995) use meta-
analysis to study the effect of air quality on property values in the hedonic literature. Nelson 
(2004) employs the meta-analysis to study the negative effect of airport noise on property values. 
Lipscomb et al. (2013), Simons and Saginor (2006), and Braden et al. (2011) use meta-analysis 
to investigate the effect of environmental contamination sites on residential and/or commercial 
real estate values. There are also well-documented studies that apply meta-analysis to value the 
                                                          
8
 The negative sign comes from the negative coefficients of distance to beach in hedonic regressions. For different 
functional forms of hedonic regression, the ways of calculating MWTPs are slightly different. If the hedonic 
function is linear, the implicit prices are constants. If the hedonic function is nonlinear, the marginal implicit prices 
for additional unit of beach proximity depend on the quantity of beach proximity, house value and functional forms. 
All the MWTPs are calculated at the mean distance to beach and the mean housing price. The distance metrics of the 
studies reviewed are converted to a common metric as meter. 
9 
 
environmental quality outside the hedonic framework. For example, Van Houtven et al. (2007) 
use meta-analysis to study the recreational water values from the stated preference studies. 
            In my meta-analysis, I am interested in the price effect of beach proximity on property 
values in hedonic property value studies. The MWTP for an additional meter closer to beaches is 
a direct measure of the effect. Given the way that MWTPs are computed, the mean distance and 
mean housing price play a critical role in the value estimation. Conceptually, if properties are 
more valuable and are geographically closer to beaches on average in a particular study, the 
MWTP at the mean distance to the beach is higher than the other studies. In addition, I also 
hypothesize that the modeling strategy, data characteristics, and study site characteristics are 
important determinants of MWTP estimates.  
            However, since the reviewed studies differ in time and place, the MWTP estimates are 
likely to be affected by inflation and differences between local markets (Braden et al. 2011). 
Following Nelson (2004) and Braden et al. (2011), a relative measure of the beach proximity 
impact on the property value is adopted
9
. The ratio between MWTP for an additional meter 
closer to beaches and mean property value, the proportional price effect (PPE), is used as the 
dependent variable instead of the MWTP estimate. I hypothesize that PPE is potentially affected 
by the modeling strategy, data characteristics, and site characteristics. Meta-regressions are used 









   
                                                          
9
 The results based on the dependent variable as MWTP estimates are available upon request. Using both the 
absolute measure and relative measure of beach proximity impacts, I obtain similar conclusions in the meta-analysis, 
especially the sign and statistical significance of various coefficients. However, the magnitude of the coefficients 
differs reasonably given the two different modeling strategies.   
10 
 
where iii PMWTPPPE / is the ratio between the marginal willingness to pay for an additional 
meter closer to beaches and the mean property value. kiX  represents the various characteristics 
of the included studies and i  is assumed to be a randomly distributed disturbance term. The 
beta coefficients in the meta-regression measure the effect of the individual factor on the 
proportional price effect. However, one of the inherent issues with the meta-analysis is the 
heteroscedasticity in the error terms since the estimates in the meta-sample are from different 
studies. Ignorance of heteroscedasticity overstates the statistical significance of the coefficients 
in meta-analysis (Londono and Johnson 2012; Van Houtven et al. 2007). A simple solution to 
this issue is to cluster the standard errors by different studies in the OLS regressions
10
.  
            One would argue that some large studies with more estimates reported might drive the 
regression results, which casts some doubts on the validity of meta-analysis. My other attempt is 
to use weighted least square (WLS) to address this concern. Each of the estimates is weighted by 
the inverse of the number of estimates from the source study, as suggested by Mrozek and Taylor 
(2002). Therefore, each study is treated evenly by the weighting factor. Furthermore, another 
weighting factor is proposed by Lipsey and Wilson (2000) to maximize the statistical efficiency. 
Ideally, the inverse of the estimated variance is proposed as the weighting factor to give more 
weight to the estimates with higher precision. A potential issue with this weighting scheme is 
that not all of the studies report the standard errors. I use the square root of the source study 
sample size
11
 to weight the data. Although this approximation is suboptimal, at least the sample 
                                                          
10
 The cluster size varies across studies due to the different number of estimates reported in the studies. However, 
the average cluster size is about 3.5. 
 
11
 Van Houtven et al. (2007) directly use the sample size as the weighting factor and this factor is combined with the 
inverse of number of estimates in each of the source study. 
11 
 
size is strongly related to the standard errors (Koetse et al. 2010). Both WLS regression 
procedures are run with standard errors clustered within each study.  
            Another approach is to explicitly utilize the panel nature of the data by estimating fixed 
effects and random effects models. The clustered robust standard errors are usually used, since 
the multiple estimates from the same study are likely to contain similar information and the 
assumption of independent and identically distributed errors is violated (Van Houtven et al. 
2007). The fixed effects model is generally more preferred than the random effects model, 
because it does not require the independence between the individual effects and explanatory 
variables. However, some study characteristics do not vary within study clusters, therefore it is 
not possible to get the effects of those characteristics in fixed effects models. Additionally, the 
addition of study-specific individual effects substantially reduces the degrees of freedom (Braden 
et al. 2011). As an alternative, random effects models are more feasible to estimate if I assume 
the individual effects are not correlated with the explanatory variables. I can achieve both 
consistent and efficient estimates. Based on the data I have, only random effects models are 
estimated.  
            Koetse et al. (2010) conduct a Monte Carlo analysis to assess the small sample behavior 
of the different analytical approaches in meta-analysis under various assumptions of effect size 
heterogeneity. It is suggested that under the heterogeneity and a special random effect size 
variation, a mixed effects (a combination of fixed effects and random effects models) estimator 
is to be preferred to OLS and WLS estimators. However, due to data limitations in practice, the 
WLS is more preferable than the other two approaches. 
 
Determinants of MWTP Value Estimates   
12 
 
            Next, I discuss the possible effects of different study characteristics on the value 
estimates of MWTP for beach proximity from hedonic property value studies. The modeling 
strategy includes choice of functional forms of the hedonic regressions, choice of explanatory 
variables, and spatial considerations. As derived by Rosen (1974), the hedonic equilibrium price 
is a non-linear envelope curve determined by both the demand side and the supply side. Without 
sufficient information of households’ preferences and firms’ production function, there is no 
prior knowledge about the exact functional form of the equilibrium price. Linear, semi-log, 
double-log and Box-Cox models are the possible options. Cropper et al. (1988) use the 
simulation method to examine the effect of different functional forms on the estimation of 
implicit prices in hedonic regressions. Comparisons are made among linear, semi-log, double-log, 
quadratic, linear Box-Cox and quadratic Box-Cox models. It is found that when all the 
explanatory variables are observed accurately, quadratic, linear Box-Cox and quadratic Box-Cox 
models produce the most accurate estimates of implicit prices. However, if there are substantial 
measurement errors among the explanatory variables or model misspecifications, linear, semi-log, 
double-log and linear Box-Cox outperform the others. Therefore, linear Box-Cox is 
recommended by the simulation study of Cropper et al. (1988). Given the wide acceptance of a 
non-linear relationship between environmental quality and hedonic housing property value
12
, a 
linear model is usually not recommended unless there is a compelling theoretical reason (Taylor 
2003). 
            The choice of explanatory variables also affects the hedonic regression. Leaving out 
important variables may result in biased and inconsistent estimators, if the omitted variables are 
correlated with the variable of interest. For example, in the estimation of beach proximity 
                                                          
12
 It is suggested that linear hedonic function only occurs if the consumers can arbitrage the attributes of the products 
by untying and repackaging (Rosen 1974). 
13 
 
coefficient, omission of the other surrounding amenities such as oceanfront property dummy, 
ocean view dummy, and whether the property is on a barrier island, probably produces bias in 
the coefficient of distance to beach. Including all the relevant housing attributes as explanatory 
variables might mitigate the omitted variables issue. However, too many explanatory variables 
may potentially bring in severe multicollinearity issues which reduce the statistical significance 
of the estimated coefficients. There is no clear answer regarding how many explanatory variables 
should be included in the hedonic regression. Generally, the house variables (including lot size, 
structure size and some quality indicators), neighborhood characteristics and location 
characteristics should be included (Taylor 2003). Atkinson and Crocker (1987) find that 
including a large number of housing characteristics in the hedonic regression may weaken the 
reliability of the parameter estimates. By contrast, Ihlanfeldt and Taylor (2004) find a negligible 
impact of increasing the number of explanatory variables on the coefficient of environmental 
variables of interest. 
            Spatial hedonics has been gaining popularity in the recent environmental valuation 
publications. In spatial hedonic regressions, the spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity 
are taken into consideration to account for the possible clustering relationship among the 
observations. Spatial autocorrelation implies an underlying functional relationship between 
observations at different locations, while spatial heterogeneity implies a spatial correlation 
between the error terms of a regression model (Taylor 2003). Failure to address the spatial 
autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity may lead to biased and inefficient estimates (Hindsley 
et al. 2013). 
            The data characteristics include year of housing market data, location of study site, 
publication status, and sample size. The year of data collection can affect the MWTPs either 
14 
 
positively or negatively depending upon the macroeconomic environment. If the housing market 
data are collected during a recession, MWTPs for beach proximity might be lower than those of 
a non-recession. The location of the study site also matters, since there are considerable 
variations in beach quality along the U.S. coastline due to climate, hurricane exposure, wave 
movement, storm hazard, and sea level rise risks. The sand quality, water quality, and 
biodiversity of the study site have a substantial effect on the beach recreation demand. For 
example, beaches in California suffer much less damages from hurricanes and are much less 
eroded than the Mid-Atlantic, the Southeast Atlantic and the Gulf areas. Inclusion of regional 
dummy variables may serve as a crude proxy for the beach quality in the three regions. 
Furthermore, the publication status is a good indicator of the quality of research. However, it is 
possible that only positive and significant estimates for beach proximity values are more likely to 
be published. It is also possible that the editors might more inclined to accept low estimates or 
high estimates, which makes the published estimates systematically lower or higher than the 
unpublished estimates, known as publication bias. As reported in Rosenberger and Stanley 
(2006), there is a negative publication bias in nonmarket valuation literature. The sample size is 
another indicator of the quality of research and variation in sample size may affect the statistical 
precision and significance of the estimates (Braden et al. 2011). 
            The last category of factors includes the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics 
of the study site. Higher household income may lead to higher demand for recreational visits 
through an income effect if beach visits are normal goods. Thus higher household income might 
have a positive effect on the valuation of beach proximity. However, if beach visits are inferior 
goods, lower demand for recreational visits and lower MWTPs for beach proximity would result 
when household income increases. Since it is arguable whether beach recreation is a normal 
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good or an inferior good, the coefficient of household income is uncertain (Rephann 2013). 
Additionally, higher household income implies higher opportunity cost of time to travel to the 
recreation site, which dampens the demand for beach visits and adds another complexity to 
predict the effect of household income. Likewise, the effect of educational attainment is also 
unpredictable. On one hand, higher education is usually associated with higher income which 
might increase the beach recreation visits and beach proximity value through the income effect. 
On the other hand, a higher opportunity cost of time might decrease the recreational demand. 
Furthermore, with higher educational attainment, the household might have better knowledge of 
other recreational activities. The availability of more substitutes may decrease the WMTP for 
beach proximity. Age is another important factor that might affect the recreational valuation. The 
retirees have abundant leisure time to spend on recreational activities and the opportunity cost of 
time is much lower than those who are actively working. Beach visits do not take much vigor, 
which makes them even more popular among the elderly (Rephann 2013). Therefore, it is 
hypothesized that a higher percentage of retired people in the population leads to a higher 
demand for beach recreational activities and thus a higher MWTP for beach proximity. 
 
Meta-analysis Data 
            To explore how the above factors affect the beach proximity valuation estimates, a meta-
analysis database is set up. The search for existing studies of beach proximity valuation was 
conducted primarily using Econlit
13
 and Google Scholar. I also rely on the literature review of 
each study to minimize the possible omissions. The studies published in recent years and with 
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 Econlit is the electronic bibliography provided by American Economic Association, covering “over 120 years of 
economics literature from around the world”. It has a searchable index for journal articles, books, working papers 
and dissertations. https://www.aeaweb.org/econlit/. 
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comprehensive literature reviews have been analyzed under scrutiny. A body of 38 hedonic 
property value articles was found in peer reviewed journal publications, book chapters, Ph.D. 
dissertations, and some unpublished working papers and reports
14
. The summary of the included 
studies is shown in Table 1-1. For each of the studies, multiple MWTP estimators for beach 
proximity are reported or recovered using the coefficients reported in the hedonic regressions. 
Among those studies, there are 19 studies from rigorous peer-reviewed economics journals and 2 
from economics Ph.D. dissertations. Most of the rest are published in non-economics peer-
reviewed journals, such as Coastal Management, Journal of Leisure Research, and Journal of 
Regional Science. There are also 41 estimates extracted from book chapters, unpublished 
working papers and technical reports. The database covers all the major coastal areas across the 
U.S. including the Pacific region, the Southeast region, and the Mid-Atlantic region
15
. The final 
sample contains 133 MWTP estimates and is compiled with other study characteristics. The 
definitions of those variables and the summary statistics are shown in Table 1-2 and Table 1-3, 
respectively. 
            Among the 133 estimates of MWTP, there are only 4 significant negative values and 10 
insignificant values of beach proximity, which suggests a strong positive relationship between 
property value and beach proximity. The mean of MWTPs for an additional meter of beach 
proximity is about $232. If I set the statistically insignificant estimates to zero, the mean of 
MWTPs for an additional meter of beach proximity is about $219. The medians of MWTPs for 
an additional meter of beach proximity are $45 for the full sample and $41 for the statistically 
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 There are several studies conducted by the same author(s) but published in different journals with the same 
regression results reported. Those studies are grouped as one study with a unique study ID. 
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 The Pacific region includes CA; The Southeast region includes the Gulf of Mexico, TX, FL, GA, SC and NC; The 
Mid-Atlantic region includes NJ, MD, MA, RI and DE. This analysis does not include the studies in the Great Lake 




significant sample. The discrepancy between mean MWTPs and median MWTPs shows a 
positive skewness of the MWTP distribution or the existence of potential outliers. Figure 1-1 
shows the box graph of MWTPs for beach proximity across 38 studies. All of the MWTP 
estimates from different studies fall into a range between $-87.68 and $1,000, except the 6 
estimates from Gopalakrishnan et al. (2011) in which the authors interact beach distance with 
beach width and use the Instrumental Variable (IV) approach to address the potential 
endogeneity of beach width. The authors report that the coefficients of the interaction terms from 
IV models are four to five times higher than ordinary least square estimates
16
. Therefore, the 
MWTP calculations from Gopalakrishnan et al. (2011) are much higher than the other studies. If 
those 6 estimates are removed, the means of MWTPs for an additional meter of beach proximity 
are $162 for the full sample and $161 for the statistically significant sample. The medians of 
MWTPs for an additional meter of beach proximity are $42 for the full sample and $40 for the 
statistically significant sample. The medians of MWTPs are much less influenced by the 
potential outliers. 
            The mean of the mean distance to beach is about 3,742 meters and the mean of the mean 
property value is about $429,507. In the database, about 24.6 percent of the MWTP estimates are 
calculated from the coefficients of the discrete distance measure. I suspect that the way of 
calculating MWTPs for discrete distance measure might bring in approximation errors compared 
with the continuous distance measure. A dummy variable is created to indicate the discrete 
distance measure. This allows us to test if the different ways of calculating MWTPs affect the 
valuation. 
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 In the database, the OLS estimators and 2SLS estimators are not distinguished since the Gopalakrishnan et al. 
2011) is the only study that reports 2SLS estimates. 
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            The summary statistics of modeling characteristics are also shown in Table 1-3. 
Regarding the functional forms, 46 MWTPs are estimated from double-log models and 73 
MWTPs are estimated from semi-log models. The remaining 14 estimates are from linear Box-
Cox (7) and linear (7) models. Semi-log and double-log models are the most popular choices in 
the literature, which coincides with the recommendations from Cropper et al. (1988) and Taylor 
(2003) when measurement errors is inevitable in practice. In the database, the average number of 
explanatory variables is 17.38 and the average number of housing structure variables is 6.50. 
About 54.1 percent of the estimates are from models that take the oceanfront property dummy 
into consideration. 
            Most of the studies (123 estimates) use the housing market sales data collected between 
1972 and 2008, while the rest use the assessed values. The sample size ranges from 63 to 
1,600,000, which shows a huge variation across studies. There are 32.3 percent (43 estimates), 
45.1 percent (60 estimates) and 22.6 percent (30 estimates) of the estimates from the Pacific 
region, the Southeast region and the Mid-Atlantic region, respectively. The estimates distribute 
fairly evenly across the three regions. Figure 1-2 shows the box graph of MWTPs for beach 
proximity across three defined regions. About 69.2 percent of the estimates are from studies 
published in peer-reviewed journals. 
            I also successfully merge the socioeconomic and demographic variables with the meta-
sample from the U.S. decennial census and American Community Survey. The information of 
the study site location and year of data is used in the merge process. The neighboring year is 
used as the approximation if neither the decennial census data nor American Community Survey 
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data are available for a certain year, especially in the 1970s and 1980s
17
. The mean of the 
percentage of people whose income in the past month is below the poverty line is 12.9 percent. 
The educational attainment is measured by the percentage of people who have a bachelor’s 
degree or higher among the 25 years old or over population. The mean of the college-educated 
percentage is about 24.6 percent. The mean of the percentage of 65 years old or above 





            In this section I present four sets of results from OLS, WLS, and random effects models. 
The explanatory variables are grouped into three categories: modeling characteristics, data 
characteristics and site characteristics. The modeling characteristics include the functional form 
indicators, a dummy for spatial hedonic method, a dummy for whether oceanfront property is 
considered, and the number of housing characteristics. The site characteristics include the 
regional dummies, poverty rate, percentage of elderly individuals, and educational attainment. 
The details about housing market data, publication status, and sample size are grouped as data 
characteristics. In the first column, the full sample is used. In the second column, I use only the 
significant MWTP estimates. In the third column, the potential outliers from Gopalakrishnan et 
al. (2011) are excluded. Suspecting that the MWTP estimates from studies using discrete 
distance measures might be approximated with errors, in the last three columns of each table, I 
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 The county level data on the percentage of individuals of 65 years old or above are not reported directly in the 
census statistics for some years. The computation is needed using the actual census population statistics. The 
computational errors are minimal, since they are different presentations of the same data. However, the self-
computed percentage of individuals 65 or above is also flagged for the validity check. 
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run similar regressions to the first columns except including the estimates from studies only 
using the continuous distance measures. The results of OLS and WLS are similar in the sign, 
magnitude, and the statistical significance of the coefficients. Although the results of random 
effects models are slightly different in the magnitude, the sign and statistical significance are 
consistent with OLS and WLS. The further restriction on the sample by removing the estimates 
from discrete distance measures does not alter the results dramatically.   
            From the regression results from Table 1-4 to Table 1-7, the coefficients of mean distance 
to beach are negative, which is consistent to my intuition. If the mean distance to beach increases 
by 10 percent, the PPE of beach proximity on property values decreases by about 0.2 to 0.4 
percentage points across different models. The coefficients of the interaction term between 
dummy distance indicators and mean distance tend to be not significantly different from zero 
except in random effects models. This informs us that the treatment about discrete distance 
measure (averaged over distance) does not significantly affect the impact of mean distance on the 
PPE. 
            The functional forms do not significantly affect the beach proximity impact. With the 
double-log model set as the default group, most the coefficients of semi-log, Box-Cox, and linear 
models are not significantly different from zero. Exceptions are the marginally significant 
negative effect of the Box-Cox specification in OLS models and marginally positive effect of the 
linear specification in random effects models. Braden et al. (2011) find a similar insignificant 
effect of functional forms in their meta-analysis of waste sites valuation. However, Smith and 
Huang (1995) and Nelson (2004) find that the linear specification yields higher estimates than 
the double-log and semi-log specifications. 
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            The omission of oceanfront dummies in the hedonic models tends to overestimate the 
impact of beach proximity. Oceanfront properties usually are valued much higher than the non-
oceanfront properties due to convenient beach access and better water view. If there is no 
separate consideration, it is likely that the high property value is attributed to the beach proximity, 
which leads to an exaggerated valuation for beach proximity. The coefficients of column 1 and 
column 2 both suggest that inclusion of oceanfront dummies leads to lower estimation of beach 
proximity impact in OLS and WLS models. However, this negative effect disappears when I 
remove the potential outliers. The random effects models do not suggest any significant effect of 
the omission of oceanfront dummy variable. The positive coefficients in almost all the models 
suggest that beach proximity impact increases with the number of housing characteristics. 
Including more housing characteristics may reduce the potential omitted variable bias but it also 
causes the possible multicollinearity issue. In contrast to my expectations, the spatial hedonic 
method does not have a statistically significant influence on the beach proximity impact except 
when I only use the estimates from the studies with continuous distance measures, but the effect 
disappears after removing the potential outliers. The inclusion of the yearly or locational dummy 
variable in hedonic models has no effect on the beach proximity impact in every meta-regression 
model.   
            Some data characteristics are also examined in the meta-analysis. The positive coefficient 
of the dummy variable for recession is only statistically significant in the most restricted sample 
with the insignificant estimates and potential outlier removed. This occurs in OLS, WLS, and 
fixed effects models, which suggests that the beach proximity impact on property value is higher 
in the recession period than the non-recession period. Although it is arguable that more leisure 
time is available during recession and thus more beach recreational demand, the positive sign 
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should be taken with caution. Regarding the other sample characteristics, I do not find a robust 
evidence for publication bias as suggested by Rosenberger and Stanly (2006). There is no 
established relationship between sample size and the beach proximity impact in the existing 
literature. The coefficient of using sales data is not statistically significant across all the models. 
            The results of site characteristics carry valuable information for benefit transfer in 
environmental valuation. I find that the beach proximity impact varies across regions. With the 
Pacific region set as the reference category, both the coefficients of Mid-Atlantic and Southeast 
are negative, which signals that house-owners in the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast region are 
willing to pay a lower premium for the beach proximity compared with the Pacific region. This 
probably coincides with the fact that the Mid-Atlantic and Southeast coastal areas are suffering 
the most severely from beach erosion problems and those areas are the most vulnerable to storms 
and hurricanes. The socioeconomic and demographic information also plays important roles in 
the beach proximity impact. A negative association between county level poverty rate and beach 
proximity impact is identified across all the models. Additionally, higher educational attainment 
is negatively associated with the valuation of beach proximity in all the models except random 
effects models. The results from the most restricted sample suggest that a one percentage point 
increase in the population of college graduates decreases the proportional property effect of 
beach proximity by about 0.2 percentage point. This might result from either the higher 
opportunity cost of time or a better knowledge of other substitute recreational activities. The 
positive sign of the coefficient of the retired population is also consistent with my expectation, 
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which implies a larger beach proximity impact among more retiree-populated areas. However, 




Implications on Benefit Transfer 
            One of the primary goals of meta-analysis is to conduct a more reliable benefit transfer, 
in which the results of the existing studies are applied to other sites in a convenient and cost-
saving fashion. Given that the federal agencies are required to perform the cost-benefit analysis 
to justify their regulations based on the best, reasonable and scientific information, benefit 
transfer provides a useful approach to meet the requirement (Boyle et al. 2010). Based on the 
results of this study, I find that, apart from modeling characteristics and sample characteristics, 
site characteristics or location-specific information, such as geographic region, poverty rate, 
education attainment, and retirees’ population, should be collected at the policy site to enable a 
reliable benefit transfer of the price effect of beach proximity. A more reliable benefit transfer 
should be implemented by plugging in those policy site variables into the meta-regression model. 
The predicted value utilizes the site information of all the studies included in the meta-sample 
and thus is not driven by a specific study. As a result, the meta-analysis benefit transfer is 
considered to be much more preferred than the other benefit transfer methods, such as the direct 
value transfer and transfer function.  
            The recommendation of multiple-study benefit transfer is also suggested by Boyle and his 
coauthors. A direct value transfer can be implemented by simply applying the value from the 
study site to the policy site or using the average of values from multiple study sites, such as 
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where MWTPi is the value estimate at site i and N is the total number of study 
sites. Boyle et al. (2000) argue that the direct value transfer is less appealing than the meta-
analysis benefit transfer approach since the site-specific value might be correlated with income 
and other site characteristics.  
            Kaul et al. (2013) conduct a meta-analysis to study the effect of modeling decisions on 
benefit transfer errors and they find that the function transfer outperforms the simple value 
transfer. The authors also conclude that geographic site characteristics are important in the 
benefit transfer and combining results from multiple studies to perform the benefit transfer is 
likely to reduce the errors, which is consistent with what I would recommend in this study.     
 
Conclusions 
            In this meta-analysis, I construct a database of studies using hedonic property value 
models to perform beach proximity valuation in the U.S. coastal areas. The OLS, WLS and 
random effects regressions are used to analyze how various study characteristics affect the price 
effect of beach proximity. In order to level the ground for comparison, I use the proportional 
price effect (PPE) as a relative measure of the beach proximity impact on property value by 
taking the ratio of the MWTP and property value. I find that the mean distance to beach in each 
study is a strong predictor of the PPE regardless of the choice of models and sample restrictions. 
The further the average property is away from the coastal beaches, the smaller the PPE is. This 
probably implies the local public good nature of coastal beaches. There is a clear distance-
decaying pattern of the localized amenity value, which may have important implications in the 
cost-benefit analysis of various beach nourishment and restoration projects. I also find that the 
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control of oceanfront properties and the number of housing characteristics are important in 
determining the PPE of beach proximity in hedonic analysis. However, the choice of functional 
forms, considerations of spatial correlation among properties, and control for time/location fixed 
effects do not significantly affect the estimation of the price effect of beach proximity. Although 
there might be some weak association in some model specifications, the effect disappears after 
some sample restrictions are imposed. Furthermore, I do not find any convincing results about 
the effect of the sample size, publication status, and use of sales data.   
            I also show that site characteristics, such as geographic region, poverty rate, education 
attainment, and retiree population are also key determinants of the price effect of beach 
proximity. It seems that the PPE in the Mid-Atlantic region and the Southeast region is lower 
than that of the Pacific region regardless of the choice of models, which might coincide with the 
relatively severe beach erosion issues in the former areas. Higher poverty rate, higher education 
level, and smaller retiree population are associated with a lower PPE of beach proximity, but 
those effects are subject to the choice of models and sample restrictions. 
            Based on the findings of the meta-analysis, multi-study based meta-regression approach 
provides reasonable results for the purpose of benefit transfer. It helps to alleviate the bias from 
omitting the site characteristics and study characteristics. Given the huge cost of beach erosion 
control programs, a more accurate meta-regression benefit transfer is recommended to the 
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Figure 1-3: Geographic Distribution of the Study Sites 
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a. The MWTP (marginal willingness to pay) is calculates at the mean beach proximity for additional one meter 
closer to beaches. All values are inflated to 2013 dollars. 







Table 1-2: Meta-analysis Variable Description 
 
Variable  Definition 
mwtpmeter2013  The MWTP for an additional meter closer to beach at the mean distance to 
beach (in 2013 dollars) 
PPE Proportional price effect of beach proximity (in percentage) 
mwtp_sig  The MWTP for beach proximity at the mean distance to beach (in 2013 dollars) 
if the insignificant estimates are set to zero 
significant  =1 if the estimate is statistically different from zero at 0.1 
dbeach_mean  The mean of the distance to beach of a study 
dis_dummy  =1 if the distance to beach is measured by dummy variable 
p_mean13  The mean of house prices of a study (in 2013 dollars) 
sale  =1 if the housing price is sales data 
loglog  =1 if the functional form of the hedonic regression is loglog 
semilog  =1 if the functional form of the hedonic regression is semilog 
boxcox  =1 if the functional form of the hedonic regression is linear boxcox 
linear  =1 if the functional form of the hedonic regression is linear 
method_sh  =1 if the spatial hedonic regression is used 
variables  The total number of explanatory variables 
housechar  The total number of housing characteristic variables 
ocfront  =1 if the oceanfront dummy variable is included in hedonic regression 
fixedeffect =1 if the year or area fixed effects are included 
published  =1 if the study id published in peer-reviewed journal 
year_data  The year of the housing price data collected 
year_pub  The year of the study published 
samplesize  The sample size of the study 
Pacific  =1 if the study site is in the Pacific coastal area 
Southeast  =1 if the study is in the Southeast coastal area 
Mid_Atlantic  =1 if the study site is in the Mid-Atlantic coastal area 
recession  =1 if the period of the housing data collected contains a significant economic 
recession 
povertyrate  The poverty rate of the county where the study site is located 
pct_65  The percentage of 65 years old or above individuals of the county where the 
study site is located 
pct_college  The percentage of 25 years old or above individuals who hold a bachelor’s 
degree or  higher of the county where the study site is located 
demo_match  1 if the socioeconomic and demographic information are exactly matched by 




Table 1-3: Summary Statistics 
 
Variable Observation# Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
studyid 133 16.278 10.819 1 38 
PPE 133 0.0433 0.0702 -0.0371 0.390 
mwtpmet2013 133 231.992 474.105 -87.68 2746.7 
mwtp_sig 133 219.183 460.792 -0.74 2746.7 
Significant 133 0.925 0.265 0 1 
dbeach_mean 133 3741.548 6186.103 38.99 42100.44 
dis_dummy 133 0.248 0.434 0 1 
p_mean13 133 429506.900 285840.400 56030.55 2043191 
sale 133 0.925 0.265 0 1 
loglog 133 0.346 0.477 0 1 
semilog 133 0.549 0.499 0 1 
boxcox 133 0.053 0.224 0 1 
linear 133 0.053 0.224 0 1 
method_sh 133 0.368 0.484 0 1 
variables 133 17.383 6.596 5 34 
housechar 133 6.496 3.370 0 18 
ocfront 133 0.541 0.500 0 1 
year_data 133 1995.474 9.308 1972 2008 
year_pub 133 2002.932 9.057 1984 2013 
Published 133 0.692 0.464 0 1 
samplesize 133 154119.500 457884.300 63 1600000 
fixedeffect 133 0.662 0.475 0 1 
recession 133 0.203 0.404 0 1 
povertyrate 133 0.129 0.052 0.051 0.283 
pct_65 133 0.134 0.032 0.076 0.232 
pct_college 133 0.246 0.074 0.09 0.388 
demo_match 133 0.865 0.343 0 1 
Pacific 133 0.323 0.470 0 1 
Southeast 133 0.451 0.499 0 1 





Table 1-4: Meta-analysis of Hedonic Estimates of MWTP for Beach Proximity-OLS 
 





















semilog 0.000641 -0.0134 -0.00415 0.00638 -0.00564 0.00330 
 (0.00796) (0.00899) (0.00844) (0.00994) (0.0112) (0.0107) 
       







 (0.0268) (0.0307) (0.0222) (0.0260) (0.0300) (0.0224) 
       
linear 0.0120 -0.00400 -0.00639 0.00381 -0.0102 -0.00409 
 (0.0150) (0.0121) (0.0111) (0.0156) (0.0134) (0.0109) 
       





 (0.0294) (0.0246) (0.0121) (0.0394) (0.0352) (0.0176) 












 (0.00152) (0.00188) (0.00123) (0.00238) (0.00272) (0.00177) 










 (0.0379) (0.0391) (0.0238) (0.0388) (0.0400) (0.0269) 
       
fixedeffect 0.00898 0.0141 -0.00445 0.0226 0.0301 -0.00670 
 (0.0144) (0.0147) (0.00818) (0.0185) (0.0216) (0.0102) 















 (0.00958) (0.0110) (0.00603) (0.0109) (0.0120) (0.00853) 
       
dummy_distance 0.000334 0.000697 0.00155    
 (0.00340) (0.00304) (0.00210)    
       
sale 0.0158 0.0221 0.00271 -0.0413 -0.0371 -0.0168 
 (0.0243) (0.0209) (0.0119) (0.0415) (0.0369) (0.0280) 
       







 (0.0160) (0.0181) (0.0138) (0.0142) (0.0163) (0.0129) 
       





 (0.0275) (0.0251) (0.0116) (0.0411) (0.0417) (0.0241) 
       
lnsample 0.00227 0.00151 -0.00515
*
 -0.00961 -0.0118 -0.0108
*
 
 (0.00719) (0.00595) (0.00298) (0.0102) (0.00925) (0.00629) 
       
Site Characteristics: 
Southeast -0.00453 -0.00495 -0.0602
**
 -0.0332 -0.0287 -0.0607
***
 
 (0.0497) (0.0448) (0.0236) (0.0402) (0.0322) (0.0206) 
40 
 
       
Mid_Atlantic -0.0348 -0.0473 -0.0449
***
 -0.0285 -0.0410 -0.0437
**
 
 (0.0344) (0.0363) (0.0163) (0.0346) (0.0357) (0.0197) 












 (0.254) (0.278) (0.141) (0.233) (0.267) (0.168) 










 (0.162) (0.153) (0.0954) (0.178) (0.167) (0.115) 
       
pct_65 0.482
*
 0.365 0.213 0.796
*
 0.655 0.244 
 (0.265) (0.256) (0.153) (0.397) (0.393) (0.242) 














 (0.106) (0.120) (0.0813) (0.144) (0.148) (0.102) 
N 133 123 118 100 90 85 
adj. R
2
 0.382 0.456 0.642 0.381 0.460 0.607 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***






Table 1-5: Meta-analysis of MWTP for Beach Proximity-WLS (# of estimates) 
 



















semilog 0.00123 -0.0135 -0.000460 0.0105 -0.00259 0.00150 
 (0.0107) (0.0120) (0.00804) (0.00974) (0.0131) (0.00978) 
       
boxcox -0.00773 -0.0222 -0.0146 -0.0147 -0.0263 -0.0153 
 (0.0198) (0.0241) (0.0142) (0.0208) (0.0258) (0.0159) 
       
linear 0.0231
*
 0.00952 0.00906 0.0136 0.00287 0.0108 
 (0.0131) (0.00970) (0.00775) (0.0119) (0.0123) (0.00805) 
       





 (0.0288) (0.0266) (0.0109) (0.0383) (0.0367) (0.0208) 












 (0.00197) (0.00256) (0.00160) (0.00272) (0.00365) (0.00243) 










 (0.0432) (0.0448) (0.0279) (0.0426) (0.0460) (0.0369) 
       





 (0.0125) (0.0132) (0.00611) (0.0148) (0.0174) (0.0112) 















 (0.0121) (0.0135) (0.00633) (0.0141) (0.0159) (0.0109) 
       
dummy_distance -0.00207 -0.000863 0.00155    
 (0.00426) (0.00402) (0.00206)    
       
sale 0.0293 0.0381 -0.00557 -0.0574 -0.0455 -0.0150 
 (0.0302) (0.0296) (0.0128) (0.0459) (0.0428) (0.0331) 
       
recession 0.0161 0.0160 0.0284
**
 0.0285 0.0247 0.0261 
 (0.0214) (0.0234) (0.0134) (0.0194) (0.0223) (0.0167) 
       





 (0.0254) (0.0230) (0.0106) (0.0410) (0.0442) (0.0306) 
       
lnsample 0.00391 0.00209 -0.00642
**
 -0.0127 -0.0135 -0.00929 
 (0.00756) (0.00656) (0.00281) (0.0117) (0.0108) (0.00728) 
       
Site Characteristics: 
Southeast 0.000710 0.00514 -0.0819
***
 -0.0443 -0.0365 -0.0820
***
 
 (0.0565) (0.0518) (0.0228) (0.0446) (0.0381) (0.0218) 
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 -0.0404 -0.0549 -0.0544
***
 
 (0.0335) (0.0334) (0.0125) (0.0331) (0.0346) (0.0176) 










 (0.287) (0.307) (0.133) (0.232) (0.271) (0.187) 







 -0.218 -0.335 -0.207
*
 
 (0.216) (0.211) (0.113) (0.238) (0.223) (0.117) 
       







 (0.360) (0.365) (0.181) (0.575) (0.586) (0.319) 














 (0.153) (0.171) (0.106) (0.193) (0.206) (0.136) 
N 133 123 118 100 90 85 
adj. R
2
 0.437 0.493 0.676 0.459 0.507 0.643 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***





Table 1-6: Meta-analysis of MWTP for Beach Proximity-WLS (squared root of sample size) 
 




















semilog 0.0173 0.00192 0.00587 0.0174 0.00581 0.00936 
 (0.0129) (0.0136) (0.0130) (0.0126) (0.0134) (0.0133) 
       
boxcox -0.0219 -0.0409 -0.0332 -0.0261 -0.0434 -0.0342 
 (0.0234) (0.0300) (0.0239) (0.0243) (0.0311) (0.0243) 
       
linear 0.0142 -0.00110 0.00192 0.00840 -0.00489 -0.000608 
 (0.0118) (0.0119) (0.0110) (0.0139) (0.0152) (0.0127) 
       
method_sh -0.0448 -0.0447 0.00233 -0.0704 -0.0681 -0.0150 
 (0.0426) (0.0382) (0.0178) (0.0468) (0.0427) (0.0195) 
       







 (0.00184) (0.00181) (0.00150) (0.00243) (0.00250) (0.00251) 










 (0.0226) (0.0244) (0.0201) (0.0237) (0.0244) (0.0207) 
       
fixedeffect 0.00324 0.0126 -0.0216 0.00735 0.0198 -0.0174 
 (0.0238) (0.0268) (0.0151) (0.0260) (0.0304) (0.0174) 















 (0.00798) (0.00879) (0.00679) (0.00948) (0.0108) (0.00902) 
       
dummy_distance -0.00489 -0.00505 -0.00189    
 (0.00450) (0.00437) (0.00274)    
       
sale 0.0135 0.0150 0.0106 -0.0260 -0.0247 -0.0233 
 (0.0234) (0.0193) (0.0135) (0.0493) (0.0433) (0.0345) 
       
recession 0.0261 0.0191 0.0411
**
 0.0312 0.0153 0.0376
**
 
 (0.0221) (0.0237) (0.0154) (0.0227) (0.0260) (0.0181) 
       
published 0.0337 0.0202 -0.0188 0.0835
*
 0.0688 0.0212 
 (0.0396) (0.0337) (0.0174) (0.0448) (0.0420) (0.0250) 
       
lnsample -0.00390 -0.00496 -0.00849 -0.00911 -0.0128 -0.0144 
 (0.00887) (0.00787) (0.00531) (0.0120) (0.0119) (0.00892) 
       
Site Characteristics: 









 (0.0410) (0.0313) (0.0229) (0.0340) (0.0250) (0.0226) 
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 (0.0334) (0.0376) (0.0232) (0.0301) (0.0346) (0.0213) 










 (0.266) (0.294) (0.203) (0.289) (0.341) (0.229) 
       
pct_college -0.0673 -0.225 -0.250
*
 -0.0980 -0.249 -0.278
**
 
 (0.211) (0.189) (0.126) (0.197) (0.186) (0.128) 
       
pct_65 0.463 0.352 0.126 0.804
*
 0.588 0.320 
 (0.286) (0.300) (0.184) (0.422) (0.440) (0.287) 














 (0.0948) (0.109) (0.0816) (0.132) (0.163) (0.105) 
N 133 123 118 100 90 85 
adj. R
2
 0.431 0.524 0.708 0.420 0.519 0.709 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***
 p < 0.01 
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Table 1-7: Meta-analysis of MWTP for Beach Proximity-Random Effects (Clustered Stand 
Errors) 
 



















semilog 0.00747 0.0117 0.00556 0.00600 0.0103 -0.00272 
 (0.00597) (0.00947) (0.00782) (0.00813) (0.0124) (0.00531) 
       
boxcox -0.00163 -0.00262 -0.00318 -0.00280 -0.00617 -0.00385 
 (0.00678) (0.00682) (0.00611) (0.00691) (0.00822) (0.00576) 









 0.0114 0.0124 
 (0.00633) (0.00619) (0.00658) (0.00768) (0.00744) (0.00774) 
       
method_sh -0.0131 -0.0132 -0.00255 -0.0172 -0.0167 0.00387 
 (0.0174) (0.0161) (0.00912) (0.0270) (0.0236) (0.00854) 







 0.00242 0.00267 0.000927 
 (0.00104) (0.00118) (0.000823) (0.00152) (0.00179) (0.00110) 
       
ocfront -0.0272 -0.0438 -0.000302 -0.0299 -0.0418 0.0108 
 (0.0406) (0.0414) (0.0265) (0.0434) (0.0453) (0.0314) 
       
fixedeffect 0.00262 0.00169 -0.00281 0.00632 0.00442 -0.00757 
 (0.00687) (0.00633) (0.00399) (0.0132) (0.0135) (0.00643) 













 (0.00874) (0.00744) (0.00741) (0.0112) (0.0105) (0.00918) 







    
 (0.00184) (0.00162) (0.00173)    
       
sale -0.0119 0.00206 0.000674 -0.0388 -0.0129 0.000215 
 (0.0155) (0.0117) (0.0102) (0.0346) (0.0344) (0.0307) 





 0.0270 0.00817 0.0288 
 (0.0240) (0.0233) (0.0185) (0.0242) (0.0235) (0.0215) 
       
published 0.0143 -0.0120 -0.0182 0.0318 0.00315 -0.0261 
 (0.0255) (0.0190) (0.0199) (0.0380) (0.0308) (0.0269) 
       
lnsample -0.00906
*
 -0.00931 -0.00768 -0.0155
*
 -0.0155 -0.0127 
 (0.00503) (0.00670) (0.00644) (0.00908) (0.0114) (0.0110) 
 













 (0.0400) (0.0338) (0.0160) (0.0412) (0.0306) (0.0142) 










 (0.0423) (0.0332) (0.0240) (0.0399) (0.0366) (0.0267) 
       









 (0.103) (0.119) (0.107) (0.113) (0.123) (0.0998) 
       
pct_college 0.00730 -0.0800 -0.104 0.0289 -0.0673 -0.0295 
 (0.0909) (0.0921) (0.0748) (0.107) (0.112) (0.0960) 







 0.215 0.109 0.00142 
 (0.150) (0.152) (0.145) (0.178) (0.192) (0.120) 














 (0.0885) (0.0889) (0.0875) (0.103) (0.106) (0.0919) 
N 133 123 118 100 90 85 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***





CHAPTER 2: Approaches to Correcting On-site Sampling Bias with an 





Compared to sampling from the whole population, sampling on site offers a convenient 
and less expensive alternative for collecting individual data.  It has become increasingly popular 
to incorporate on-site sampling scheme in the data collection process in many fields. For 
example, in the field of environmental valuation, on-site survey data are frequently used to study 
demand for recreational sites (e.g. Shaw 1988; Englin and Shonkwiler 1995; Egan and Herriges 
2006; Moeltner and Shonkwiler 2010; Beaumais and Appéré 2010; Hynes and Greene 2013; 
Kuriyama et al. 2013; Landry et al. 2016). Shopping-center surveys and customer surveys are 
also frequently conducted in marketing research (e.g. Sudman 1980; Bush and Hair 1985; 
Nowell and Stanly 1991; Hugstad and Durr 2015). It is also common in epidemiology to conduct 
patient surveys in hospitals or other medical care facilities (e.g. Satten et al. 2004; Hansen et al. 
2011).  
Although on-site sampling is more cost-effective and convenient to implement, there are 
two econometric issues to be addressed: endogenous stratification and data truncation. 
Endogenous stratification refers to the situation in which sampling probabilities depend on the 
frequency of visits so that those who visit the site twice are twice as likely to be sampled and so 
forth. The on-site sampling scheme also omits non-visitors so that the distribution of on-site data 
is truncated at zero. Ignoring these issues in on-site data can result in biased and inconsistent 
estimation of population parameters (Shaw 1988; Eglin and Shonkwiler 1995).  
48 
 
         This study focuses on the on-site sampling bias issue when the outcome variable (the 
dependent variable) takes the form of count data (non-negative integers) that are commonly seen 
in business, economics, public health, public security, and natural resource management. A few 
econometric models to consistently analyze count data collected on site have been proposed in 
the literature (e.g. Shaw 1988; Englin and Shonkwiler 1995; Egan and Herriges 2006). All the 
established econometric models, hereafter referred as the standard corrections, are built on the 
same idea of modifying the (assumed) underlying population distribution to correct on-site 
sampling bias resulting from endogenous stratification and truncation. Although the on-site 
sampling bias can be successfully corrected by modifying the population distribution, the 
effectiveness of correction relies on the distributional assumption. If the underlying distribution 
is misspecified, the correction of on-site sampling bias, which is embedded in the assumed 
probability density function, would be erroneous.  
         In this study, I present two alternative empirical approaches to address the on-site 
sampling bias: a reweighting approach and a repeated resampling approach. The general idea of 
both approaches is to decouple the correction for endogenous stratification and truncation. I 
employ the sample distribution of the data collected on-site to help reweight the on-site 
observations to account for endogenous stratification, and the reweighted data are estimated with 
truncation models.   
         A Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to examine the performance of the 
alternative methods of correcting on-site sampling bias. I find that the reweighting approach 
outperforms the standard models when the underlying population distribution deviates from the 
distributions assumed by the standard models. Even under the distributional scenarios favorable 
to the standard models, the reweighting approach still performs comparably well. I apply the 
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alternative correction methods to a case study to analyze the recreation demand for coastal 
beaches on Plum Island, Massachusetts. Results suggest that in general models based on the 
negative binomial distribution are appropriate for the Plum Island data. The estimated per trip 
consumer surplus ranges from approximately $90 to $108.  
        The remainder of this essay is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the standard 
corrections of on-site sampling bias with one outcome variable. In Section 3, I describe in detail 
the proposed alternative correction approaches. Section 4 presents a simulation study to compare 
alternative correction strategies. Section 5 provides a case study of trip demand for beaches on 
Plum Island, Massachusetts. The last section concludes and offers some directions for future 
research. 
 
Review of Standard Corrections for On-site Sampling Bias  
         Sampling on-site is a form of length-biased sampling when the probability of sample 
inclusion of a population unit depends on the value of the outcome variable. Cox (1969) is one of 
the first studies to examine the issue of length-biased sampling in industrial applications. When 
sampling textile fibers to estimate the fiber length distribution, the chance of a particular fiber 
being selected is proportional to its length (hence the name of length-biased sampling). In order 
to use a length-biased sample to consistently estimate the population parameters, it is necessary 
to rescale the underlying distribution to account for the length-biased sampling. For a non-
negative continuous outcome variable y , if the original probability density function is )( yf , the 
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As seen in (1), the length-biased probability density function is derived by rescaling the original 
probability density. The rescaling factor of the density function to account for length-biased 
sampling is equal to the ratio of y to the expected value of y, )( yE . If the outcome variable is a 
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         In addition to industrial applications, the issue of length-biased sampling has also been 
intensively studied in the health field. The prevalent cohort studies usually recruit individuals 
with a condition or disease at enrollment and those subjects are followed over time until the 
disease progression or death (Ning et al. 2011). The probability of being sampled into the cohort 
study for a particular subject is proportional to the length of lifetime from the disease initiation to 
the endpoint. The Cox-type correction has been incorporated into survival analysis with censored 
data (e.g. Wang 1996; Asgharian et al. 2002; Asgharian and Wolfson 2005; Shen et al. 2009; Qin 
and Shen 2010; Wang and Wang 2015). 
         The first recognition of length-biased sampling in environmental economics is in the 
recreation demand analysis for resource management. The recreation demand model 
characterizes the relationship between the household trip demand for a recreation site and the 
associated price variable. The price variable is usually constructed by researchers using the out-
of-pocket vehicle cost and the opportunity cost of time. With the correctly specified recreation 
demand equation, economists are able to predict the trip demand and estimate the associated 
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social welfare. Since making trips to a specific recreation site is a relatively rare event, on-site 
surveys are usually used to ensure sufficient trip information is collected. Compared to the 
standard length-biased sampling, an additional issue of on-site sampling is that the distribution of 
an on-site sample is truncated at 0, because an on-site survey naturally excludes non-visitors 
since all survey respondents will have visited the site at least once. Shaw (1988) applies the 
results from Cox (1969) to a truncated normal distribution and a truncated Poisson distribution to 
address the endogenous stratification and truncation issues simultaneously.  
Let yi be the number of visits to the studied site in a given time period by individual i who 
is randomly selected and interviewed at the site. Number of visits to a site by nature is a 
nonnegative integer. It is commonly modeled as a discrete and countable variable.
20
 All else 
equal, the probability of a site visitor being randomly sampled on site is increased proportionally 
by the frequency of his/her visits. Hence, the on-site probability mass function of yi can be 




























































  (3) 
where h(yi, yi>0) is the on-site probability mass function of yi that its domain contains only 
positive integers; )0|( ii yyP  is the population probability mass function of yi conditional on 
0iy . The first line of (3) shows the on-site probability mass function that it is a weighted 
conditional probability with a weight equal to yi divided by the conditional mean of yi. The 
                                                          
20
 In addition to a count data model, Shaw (1988) also derives a correction model based on a normal distribution. 
The underlying distribution of recreational trips can also be approximated by a continuous distribution. 
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second line of (3) shows that the on-site probability mass function of yi can also be derived by 
weighing the original population probability mass function with a weight equal to yi divided by 
the original population mean of yi.
21
  
If the probability mass function of number of visits (yi) of the general population follows 
a Poisson distribution with a mean λ, then the on-site probability mass function of yi can be 
































  (4) 
From (4), I see that the on-site probability mass function of yi is still a Poisson distribution. 
Empirically the expected value λ can be consistently estimated by estimating a standard count 
data Poisson model with the dependent variable yi replaced by yi-1. Shaw’s result is remarkably 
convenient. As long as the underlying distribution of site visits follows a Poisson distribution, to 
address on-site sampling bias, I simply subtract 1 from the number of visits for each on-site 
observation and estimate the same Poisson model.  
The expected value of yi, λ, is typically modeled as an exponential function of individual 
characteristics and other variables. All population parameters can be estimated consistently using 
Equation (4) as long as the underlying population distribution can be described as a Poisson 
distribution. 
                                                          
21 Patil and Rao (1978) give an intuitive explanation of the magnitude of the on-site sampling bias when the on-site 











The bias depends on the degree of over-dispersion in the population distribution which is measured by the ratio of 
variance and expectation. Egan and Herriges (2006) interpret the expression using two extreme cases. When the 
variance is extremely large, there are more frequent visitors in the population who might drive up the average trip 
number substantially in the on-site sample. When the variance approaches zero, there is essentially no difference 
between the on-site sample mean and the population mean, since trip number is a constant. 
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Englin and Shonkwiler (1995) extend Shaw’s work to allow for over-dispersion in data 
using a negative binomial count data model. The resulting on-site probability mass function has 





















,  (5) 
where i  is again the expected number of trips that it can be modeled as an exponential function 
of individual characteristics and other variables;  is the over-dispersion parameter; Γ(·) is a 
gamma function.22 A test for over-dispersion can be carried out by testing the hypothesis  =0 




Alternative Empirical Approaches 
In this section, I describe in detail two alternative empirical approaches to addressing the 
on-site sampling bias: the reweighting approach and the repeated resampling approach. As seen 
in the first line of (3) that the on-site population distribution is the weighted conditional 
distribution of the general population, with weights equal to the ratio of yi to the conditional 
expected value of yi. All existing correction methods utilize this relationship and start with 
assuming a distribution for the general population to derive the on-site population distribution for 
analyzing the on-site data. Instead of converting the assumed general distribution to the on-site 
                                                          
22
 The over-dispersion parameter is assumed to be a constant in this essay. Other parameterizations of over-
dispersion can be found in Cameron and Trivedi (2013). 
 
23
 Landry et al. (2016) derive a model similar to Englin and Shonkwiler (1995) by applying the same bias correction 
to a generalized negative binomial (GNB) model proposed by Cameron and Trivedi (2013). In their empirical study 
of recreation demand of Cape Hatteras National Seashore, NC, Landry et al. (2016) find the standard negative 
binomial model has the best fit of the data and comment that the GNB model may be over-fitting the data when 
correcting for onsite sampling that further research on the robustness of the GNB model is needed. In this study, I 
compare the proposed alternative approaches to the most utilized Poisson model (Shaw 1988) and negative binomial 
model (Englin and Shonkwiler 1995). 
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distribution, I advocate a reversed procedure that reweights the on-site observations to mimic the 
distribution of the general population so the reweighted on-site data can be used to consistently 
estimate the parameters in the distribution of the general population. The rationale of my 











yyP     (6) 
As seen in (6), the conditional distribution of the general population, )0|( ii yyP , can be derived 
by weighting the distribution of the on-site population, )0,( ii yyh , with weights equal to 
)0|( ii yyE / iy . Two alternative approaches to empirically derive )0|( ii yyP based on the 
relationship in (6) are presented below.  
 
Approach 1: Reweighting and Correction for Truncation 
Rather than the traditional analytical correction of on-site sampling bias that relies on 
correctly specifying the population distribution, I advocate to reweight all observations to better 
represent the non-negative part of the population distribution, then estimate a zero-truncation 
model based on the reweighted data. Instead of theoretically “scaling up” the (assumed) 
population distribution to represent the on-site population distribution, I may empirically “scale 
down” the observed on-site sample to help estimate the unknown population distribution. As 
seen on the right hand side of Equation (6), the scaling factor is )0|( ii yyE / iy . Since 
)0|( ii yyE  is a constant, the effective scaling factor is in fact 1/ iy  that can be used to 
counteract endogenous stratification in the on-site data. In the case of trip demand analysis, all 
else equal those who take y trips to the recreation site would be y times more likely to be 
sampled on site relative to those who take one trip in the given time period. I weigh each 
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observation in the on-site data by the corresponding probability weight 1/yi to systematically 
correct the over representation of frequent visitors in the on-site sample. Note that any constant 
multiple of the proposed reweighting scheme works; i.e. reweighting factor c/yi with c being any 
positive constant can offset the endogenous stratification. Only relative weights matter in my 
reweighting approach. 
To illustrate the proposed empirical strategy, I present the derivation of the likelihood 
function for a weighted zero-truncated Poisson model. The conditional probability of observing  






































,  (7) 
where P(.) is the probability mass function of the Poisson distribution. Then, the log likelihood 
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 .      (9) 
An important advantage of the proposed reweighting approach is to treat the endogenous 
stratification and data truncation issues separately. Once the corrections for endogenous 
stratification and truncation are disentangled, researchers have more flexibility to choose 
appropriate empirical truncation models according to various model specification tests or model 
selection criteria. The proposed empirical approach is also practical since most statistical 
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software packages can combine the reweighting scheme and truncation easily in one step to 
estimate weighted truncation models under different distributional assumptions. Empirically the 
final model choice can be determined by goodness of fit criteria, as illustrated in the simulation 
study in Section 4. 
 
Approach 2: Repeated Resampling and Correction for Truncation 
An alternative empirical approach is a modification of the approach proposed by Shaw 
(1985). Shaw (1985) suggests that endogenous stratification and truncation at zero can be 
addressed sequentially by first sampling the on-site data, followed by estimating a truncation 
model. To address endogenous stratification, he applies a sampling scheme to the on-site sample 
to take out oversampled observations assuming that the underlying distribution is truncated 
normal. Shaw’s sampling scheme is: keeping all the observations who take one trip, randomly 
drawing and keeping ½ of the observations with two trips, randomly drawing and keeping 1/3 of 
the observations with three trips, and so forth. Then, the data set generated from the sampling 
scheme is estimated with a truncated normal model.  An obvious shortcoming of this sampling 
scheme is the significantly reduced sample size for the resampled data. Inspired by Shaw (1985), 
I devise a general repeated resampling scheme to draw observations from the on-site data. The 
probability of observation yi in the on-site sample being resampled is defined as c/yi, where c can 
be any positive number since it is the relative weights that matters in the correction of 
endogenous stratification.
24
 Regardless of the value of c, the two-trip observations (y=2) have 
half of the probability being retained in resampling compared to the probability of retaining the 
one-trip observations (y=1), and the three-trip observations (y=3) have a-third of the probability 
                                                          
24
 The consistency of the estimates remains for any choice of c value. However, the choice of c value can affect the 
precision of estimation since it affects the size of samples in the resampling. 
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being retained in resampling compared to the probability of retaining the one-trip observations, 
and so forth. If c=1, then all the one-trip observations are retained, each two-trip observation has 
a probability of 0.5 being retained, each three-trip observation has a probability of 0. 3̅ being 
retained, and so forth.
25
  Note that the ratio c/yi can be greater than one. In that case, an 
observation is “replicated” multiple times to be included in the resampled data set. For example 
if c/y1 is equal to 2, then two y1’s are included in the resampled data set. If c is set to be the least 
common multiple (LCM) of all y values in the on-site sample, then the resampled data set will 
have a size equal to ∑ (𝐿𝐶𝑀 𝑦𝑖⁄ )𝑖 .  Ideally one may want to select a c value (e.g. c = sample mean 
of yi) so that the resulting sample size of the resampled data set is roughly the same as the 
original on-site sample. The resampling with the probability of c/y for each on-site observation is 
similar to the reweighting approach that uses the sample distribution to empirically convert the 
on-site sample to a representative sample of the population. Next step is to search for an 
appropriate truncation model to consistently estimate the population parameters based on the 
resampled data set. A wide range of distributions, including truncated normal, Poisson and 
negative binomial can be employed in this step of the analysis. Importantly, model selection 
criteria should be used to determine the best model choice. I also recommend to repeat the 
resampling process sufficient times to improve estimation efficiency. The repeated resampling 
approach is carried out in steps as follows. 
Step 1: Resample from the on-site data according the inclusion probability (c/yi) for each 
observation.  
                                                          
25One limitation of the resampling approach in Shaw (1995) and by setting c=1 in my approach is that it might not 
be feasible if the on-site sample is too small in size. After the resampling scheme, too few observations are retained 
and they are not sufficient to implement the second step estimation. The small sample size of the resampled data can 
also affect the estimation precision of the model parameters.  
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Step 2: Estimate zero-truncated models (e.g. linear, Poisson or negative binomial) and 
choose the best fit according goodness-of-fit criteria.  
Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 sufficient times; compute the final estimate by averaging over 
the estimates from the repeated estimations.  
As discussed, both of the proposed empirical approaches employ the empirical strategy 
that decouples the corrections for endogenous stratification and truncation. There are at least 
three potential benefits of this empirical strategy. First, I use sample distribution instead of 
theoretical distribution to address endogenous stratification. As a result, the correction for 
endogenous stratification in my approaches does not require a theoretical distributional 
assumption. Second, the proposed empirical strategy has more flexibility in model fitting. Once 
the endogenous stratification is addressed, any truncation model can be estimated with the 
adjusted data and model selection criteria can be employed to choose the best fitted model for the 
on-site data. The enhanced flexibility on model specification is critical in empirical studies since 
the underlying truth about real data is always unknown to researchers. Third, the alternative 
correction procedures, especially the reweighting approach, can be easily handled by common 
statistical software packages. 
    
Monte Carlo Simulation 
Monte Carlo simulation is employed to investigate the effectiveness of alternative 
methods to correct on-site sampling bias. The design of the simulation is framed in terms of 
recreation demand analysis.  
Underlying True Models and Data Generation 
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Three distributions, truncated normal, Poisson and negative binomial, are employed to 
design the true underlying recreation demand models. For the first scenario, the underlying truth 
is designed to follow a truncated normal distribution. Let *y  be the number of trips taken by an 
individual to a recreation site. It is a linear function of travel cost (𝑝𝑖) and household income 
(𝑚𝑖), plus a normally distributed error term ( ie ). 
            iiii empy  210
*
       (10) 
where 0 , 1 , and 2  are the parameters. The observable number of trips iy  is defined as, 
0 if    (dropped) 0     









     (11) 
I round off y  to the nearest positive integers to describe the household trip behavior as counts.26 
 The second true model follows a Poisson distribution with parameter  . In a recreation 
demand model,    is the expected value of number of trips that the log of   is a linear function 
of the explanatory variables. 
           iii mp 210ln         (12) 
 The third true model is the above Poisson model plus a random error term added to the 
Poisson parameter to allow over-dispersion in trip demand data.  
  iiii mp   210
~
ln       (13) 
Assuming a gamma distribution with equal parameters, Gamma(θ, θ), for the error term, a 
negative binomial model results (Cameron and Trivedi 2013; Winkelmann 2008).
27
 I select the 
                                                          
26
 Shaw (1988) points out the rounding off of y to the nearest integers may create some bias in data generation. I 
estimate the underlying true linear model with and without rounding-off, and the bias appears to be trivial in my 




parameter values according to common results in empirical recreation demand analysis. All 
parameter values for the three underlying true models are summarized in Table 2-1.        
Figure 2-1 presents a simple diagram of the data generating process. The underlying 
population is generated from three designed true models with 300,000 observations. Based on 
the underlying population, an on-site population is created using the inclusion probability as 
discussed in Section 3.
28
 I then generate 1,000 pseudo on-site samples by randomly drawing 
observations from the on-site population.
29
 The sample size of each pseudo on-site sample is 
1,000.  
Estimation Procedures     
In the simulation, I estimate a wide variety of models for comparison: the standard 
Poisson and negative binomial models with no correction for on-site sampling bias, the Poisson 
model by Shaw (1988), the Negative Binomial model by Englin and Shonkwiler (1995), and 
various zero-truncated models (linear, Poisson, and negative binomial) based on the proposed 
reweighting and resampling approaches.
30
 The true model 1 is constructed based on a truncated 
normal distribution. It is expected that the alternative reweighting and resampling approaches 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
27




 To generate the on-site population, I first drop all the observations with zero trips since they are not observed on-
site and calculate the probability of being sampled for each observation based on the number of trips. The total 
number of possible day trips in a year is assumed to be 120 given the seasonal pattern of beach recreation demand. 
Therefore, if individual i makes 𝑦𝑖  trips in a year, the chance of being sampled on-site on a particular day is 𝑦𝑖/120. 
A uniform distribution (0, 1) is used to draw observations into the on-site population. The on-site population 
contains about 5,000 to 8,000 observations depending on the true underlying distributions. 
 
29
 It is time consuming to estimate the repeated resampling models. In this essay, I report simulation results based on 
1,000 runs. To ensure robustness of results, I also examine all models, except for the repeated resampling, in 




 In the simulation, the constant c is set to 1 and resampling is repeated 500 times in each estimation of the repeated 
resampling model.  
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that enable flexible choices of empirical model specifications will be superior to the standard 
corrections. The true models 2 and 3 mimic the standard count data models. I expect the standard 
correction models to correct the bias. It will be interesting to examine the performance of the 
proposed correction methods when the underlying distribution is actually Poisson or negative 
binomial.  
Evaluation Criteria 
Normalized mean error (NME) and the normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) of 
the parameter estimates are employed to quantitatively evaluate the performance of the 






































    (15) 
where “K” is the number of simulation runs in the Monte Carlo simulation. “ kest ” is the 
estimated coefficient in the k-th simulation run, while “ kture ” is the true value of the parameter 
in the k-th simulation run. The NME is the mean percentage bias of alternative estimators. The 
NRMSE contains both the information of bias and variance of alternative estimators. Both NME 




I start with summarizing the point estimates from alternative correction models under 
each of the three true models. Box plots of the point estimates of cost coefficient (𝛽1) and 
income coefficient (𝛽2) from all estimated model are presented in Figures 2-2 to 2-7.
31
  
The box plots in Figures 2-2 and Figure 2-3 summarize the 1,000 point estimates of cost 
coefficients and income coefficients derived from various models under the true model 1. Recall 
that the true model 1 is a liner model with a truncated normal distribution. As expected, both 
Shaw’s model and Englin and Shonkwiler’s (E_S) model produce biased estimates. The failure 
of the standard corrections is consistent with my expectation. When the underlying distribution is 
neither Poisson nor negative binomial, the on-site sampling bias correction embedded in these 
standard models is erroneous. The reweighting and resampling approaches with zero-truncated 
Poisson and zero-truncated negative binomial model specifications also generate biased point 
estimates. However, as a zero-truncated linear model is estimated under the reweighting 
approach or the resampling approach, the estimation bias appears to be remedied. Note that the 
estimation of the truncated linear models based on the two proposed empirical approaches is less 
efficient. Both the reweighting and resampling approaches can address on-site sampling bias 
while the reweighting approach provides relatively more precise estimation than the resampling 
approach. The calculation of NME and NRMSE, summarized in Table 2-2, confirms my findings 
on the superiority of the reweighting approach and the resampling approach over the Shaw and 
E_S methods under the true model 1. These findings suggest that the proposed empirical strategy 
to use sample distribution to correct on-site sampling bias and to give researchers the flexibility 
of choosing an appropriate empirical model is beneficial when the underlying population 
                                                          
31
 Boxplot is a convenient way to graphically depict groups of numerical data through the quartiles. In a vertical 
boxplot, the center line in the box is the median. The upper hinge of the box is the 75th percentile and the lower 
hinge of the box is the 25th percentile. The ends of the whiskers represent the adjacent values. The adjacent values 
are defined as: the largest value = the third quartile + 1.5 * interquartile range and the smallest value = the first 
quartile - 1.5 * interquartile range. The data points not included between the whiskers are plotted as black dots. 
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distribution cannot be approximated by standard count data models. Note that the estimation 
precision of the resampling approach is worse compared to the reweighting approach, because of 
the additional errors generated in the resampling process. Reweighting appears to be a superior 
approach. 
The population distribution for the true model 2 is Poisson. Under the true model 2, I 
compare all the Poisson based empirical models, including the standard Poisson count data 
model, the Poisson model with the Shaw correction, the Poisson models using the reweighting 
and resampling corrections. It is evident from Figures 2-4 and Figure 2-5 that ignoring the on-
site sampling issue results in a substantial bias in the estimation of cost and income coefficients. 
The sampling bias in the cost and income coefficients is effectively corrected by Shaw’s method. 
The reweighting approach performs nearly as well in correcting the on-site sampling bias 
compared with Shaw’s method. The resampling approach also is able to correct the on-site 
sample bias, but the tradeoff is the imprecision compared to Shaw’s method and the reweighting 
approach. In Table 2-3, the NME calculation also shows that the mean percentage bias decreases 
after applying the sampling bias correction methods for both cost and income coefficients. 
Shaw’s method performs the best and the reweighting approach comes in a close second. The 
resampling approach shows a substantial improvement from the no correction scenario, but it is 
inferior to Shaw’s model and the reweighting approach. The NRMSE calculation reinforces the 
findings on the alternative correction approaches after accounting for both the information of 
bias and variance of the point estimates. 
The true model 3 is constructed based on a negative binomial count data model. Four 
empirical models are estimated, negative binomial without correction, negative binomial with the 
standard correction, negative binomial on reweighted data, and negative binomial on resampled 
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data. The standard correction is based on the method proposed by Englin and Shonkwiler (1995). 
Box plots to summarize the point estimates of coefficients from these models are presented in 
Figures 2-6 and Figure 2-7. The box plots show that Englin and Shonkwiler’s method and the 
reweighting approach both effectively correct the on-site sampling bias in the estimation of cost 
and income coefficients. The Englin-Shonkwiler model appears to work the best, which is not 
surprising given the design of the true model 3. The resampling approach also effectively 
corrects the on-site sampling bias, but again exhibits a large variation among the point estimates 
compared to the standard correction (the E-S model) and the reweighting approach. Note that the 
NME and NRMSE measures of point estimates for all correction methods under the true model 3 
are higher than those under the true model 2. It suggests that the effectiveness of on-site 
sampling bias correction might be weakened by the over-dispersion in data. Another observation 
is that the magnitude of on-site sampling bias diminishes as the degree of over-dispersion 
increases. When the over-dispersion parameter is set at 3, the on-site sampling bias becomes 
trivial and the mean percentage bias of the cost coefficient is fairly small. 
In conclusion, the simulation results reveal that when the underlying distribution deviates 
from the distributions assumed for the standard models, the standard corrections are likely to fail 
and the reweighting approach and the resampling approach with correctly specified empirical 
models are likely to perform better than the standard corrections. Even under the distributional 
scenarios favorable to the standard corrections, the reweighting approach still performs 
comparably well.                
 
A Case Study - Recreation Demand for Plum Island Beaches 
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I apply the alternative on-site sampling bias correction methods to studying beach 
recreation demand for beaches on Plum Island, Massachusetts. Plum Island is a barrier island off 
the northeast coast of Massachusetts, at the river mouth of Merrimack River into the Atlantic 
Ocean. There are approximately 11 miles of sandy beaches on Plum Island and about 7 miles are 
inside the Parker River National Wildlife Refuge that charges a fee of $5 per car for entry. All 
beaches on Plum Island offer recreational opportunities for visitors from hundreds of miles away 
every year. The wildlife on Plum Island also attracts beach visitors from many places, which 
contributes to the retail and service sales in the local economy (Gilbert and Halstead, 1997).    
An on-site survey of visitors was conducted in early August, 2014. Randomly selected 
visitors were interviewed at four beach locations, 2 inside the Refuge and 2 outside. In this study, 
I focus on the demand for day trips.32 Data on number of day trips, trip activities, home zip code, 
socioeconomic and demographic information were collected in the survey. The number of 
observations included in the analysis is 1,169.
33
 
Table 2-4 presents the summary statistics of the on-onsite sample. The average number of 
day trips to Plum Island beaches is 14.77 per household. The driving distance and driving time 
are calculated by Google Map using the zip code information. The average driving time to Plum 
Island is 45.28 minutes.
34
 The average driving distance is 37.38 miles. I calculate the total travel 
                                                          
32
 Estimating the demand for overnight trips requires additional information on boarding costs and a means to treat 
multi-purpose trips that is beyond the scope of this study; hence, I choose to analyze only the day trips.  
 
33
 Since only day trips are considered, I include only the visitors who live within the 150-mile radius (or within a 3-
hour driving distance) from Plum Island. Also, those who taken more than 120 trips are excluded to prevent results 
being driven by the extreme observations. 
 
34
 Since the respondents also reported their driving time, I compare the two driving time measures. The means of 
reported and calculated driving time are 45.28 minutes and 49.34 minutes. The correlation between the calculated 




cost by adding up the round trip transportation cost and the opportunity cost of travelling time 














timeeCostpermildistTravelCost    (16) 
The transportation cost is calculated as the round trip distance multiplied by the cost per mile 
( $0.605 per mile, taken from the AAA driving cost report
35
). Following the common practice in 
the valuation literature, one third of the hourly wage is used as the unit cost of time to calculate 
the opportunity cost of travelling time.
36
 The mean of total travel cost to Plum Island is $69.25 
($45.45 for transportation cost and $23.80 for opportunity cost of travelling time). The mean 
household income of the visitors is $98,800. About 83.5% of the visitors have at least a college 
degree and retirees account for 8.4% of the entire sample. The mean of age is 44.70 years old. 
About 71.7% of the visitors report that they play water-related activities on the beaches.        
I first fit the Poisson and negative binomial count data models to the data without 
correcting the onsite sampling bias. I then estimate the standard Shaw’s Poisson model and 
Englin and Shonkwiler’s negative binomial model that embed the on-site sampling bias 
correction in the distributional assumptions. As seen in the simulation, the reweighting approach 
consistently outperforms the repeated resampling approach in all scenarios. Next, I focus on the 
reweighting approach under which a range of weighted zero-truncated models (linear, Poisson 
and negative binomial) are estimated. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC) are used to help select the appropriate model specification.  
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 http://exchange.aaa.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/your-driving-costs-2013.pdf.  Note that the driving cost per 
mile employed in this study is higher than those used in previous studies (e.g. $0.25 per mile in Englin and 
Shonkwiler (1995); $0.37 per mile in Whitehead et al. 2008). The estimated driving cost has increased over time. 
 
36
 While the majority of travel cost studies use one third of the hourly wage as the opportunity cost of time, some 
studies use a quarter of the hourly wage, such as Shaw and Feather (1999), Hynes and Greene (2013). 
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The results of Poisson and negative binomial models without correction and with 
standard corrections are reported in Table 2-5. The cost coefficients are negative across all the 
models and statistically significant at α=0.05, which indicates a downward sloping trip demand 
curve. The coefficients of income are positive and statistically significant in all models. Without 
the on-site sampling bias correction, the cost coefficient is about -0.0149 in Poisson model. After 
applying the Shaw’s correction, the cost coefficient is about -0.0168. The results of negative 
binomial models are reported in the last two columns in Table 2-5. The test for over-dispersion 
suggests that the negative binomial model is a better model to fit the data. I find that the 
coefficient of travel cost is about -0.00989 without the on-site sampling correction in negative 
binomial model. After applying the correction by Englin and Shonkwiler (1995), the coefficient 
is -0.0111. The cost coefficients in the negative binomial models are smaller in absolute value 
than those in Poisson models. The negative binomial models appear to better fit the data than the 
Poisson models. The AIC and BIC also suggest that negative binomial models are better than 
Poisson models. The Englin and Shonkwiler correction results in even smaller AIC and BIC.   
The results of the reweighting approach with three zero-truncated model specifications 
are reported in Table 2-6. The cost coefficients are also negative across all the models and 
statistically significant at α=0.05. The income coefficients are positive and statistically 
significant in all the models as well. Among the three models, I find that the zero-truncated 
negative binomial specification gives the smallest AIC and BIC. The test for over-dispersion also 
suggests that the negative binomial model is more appropriate than the Poisson model to fit the 
data. This finding coincides with the standard corrections results. The cost coefficient estimate is 
about -0.00918 in the weighted zero-truncated negative binomial model.    
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  I compute welfare measures for visitors using the results from the demand estimation. As 
shown in Hellerstein and Mendelsohn (1993), the consumer surplus per trip per household can be 
computed as the negative reciprocal of the price coefficient in the count data models. The 
consumer surplus per trip per household based on negative binomial models are reported in 
Table 2-7. Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are constructed using the standard errors 
derived from the Taylor expansion of the negative reciprocal of the price coefficient, as 
suggested by Cameron (1988)
37
. The consumer surplus per trip per household is $101.11 when 
on-site sampling bias is not corrected in the estimation. Englin and Shonkwiler’s correction 
produces a lower consumer surplus estimate at $90.09, while the reweighting approach produces 
an estimate of $108.93. Note that these point estimates are not significantly different from each 
other. In this case study, the effect of on-site sampling bias appears to be relatively small. 
 
Concluding Remarks 
In this essay I study the correction of on-site sampling bias in count data models. I use a 
recreation demand analysis to illustrate that on-site sampling bias stems from two econometric 
issues: endogenous stratification and data truncation. While the standard theoretical correction 
rescales the population distribution to derive the on-site population distribution, I propose an 
empirical strategy that adjusts the on-site data to better represent the general population and 
treats the two econometric issues separately. Two empirical approaches to carry out the proposed 
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 For two random variables, x and y, the expectation and variance of x and y are denoted as μ(x), var(x), μ(y) and 
var(y). By the first order Taylor expansion, the expectation of the ratio of two random variables E(x/y) is μ(x)/ μ(y). 
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y , which is used to calculated the 
standard errors of the consumer’s surplus.  
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strategy are formulated and examined in this study. Both empirical approaches have the 
advantages of using sample distribution instead of theoretical distribution to address endogenous 
stratification and enhancing the flexibility of empirical model specification. Monte Carlo 
simulation indicates that when the underlying distribution does not match the assumed 
distributions of the standard models, the standard corrections are likely to fail to appropriately 
correct the bias resulted from endogenous stratification of on-site sampling. In contrast, the 
reweighting approach outperforms other correction methods, and works comparably with the 
standard corrections even when the underlying population distribution conforms to the 
distributional assumptions of the standard models. Note that the proposed correction methods in 
this study are broadly applicable to other fields that utilize data collected onsite. 
  I apply the on-site sampling bias correction methods to a case study of recreation demand 
for beaches on Plum Island, Massachusetts. The negative binomial model turns out to be a better 
model than Poisson to account for the over-dispersion in the data. Based on the results of the 
negative binomial models, I calculate the consumer surplus to be $90.09 and $108.93 per trip per 
household from the standard correction and the reweighting approach, respectively.  
  In the future, I will fine tune the correction for endogenous stratification. For example, 
the standard correction assumes equal duration per visit for all survey respondents, which can be 
problematic. By collecting the average duration of visits to the studied site in on-site surveys in 
the future, I may construct different weighting factors to better mimic the underlying endogenous 
stratification in on-site sampling. I may also further refine the reweighting scheme to address the 
potential characteristic differences between avid visitors and the general population.     
  In this essay I focus on the exploration of alternative approaches to correct the on-site 
sampling bias in the univariate count data models. The proposed general empirical strategy can 
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also be applied to other types of data collected onsite. Egan and Herriges (2006) develop the on-
site sampling bias correction in multivariate count data models. They derive on-site probability 
density functions for a multivariate Poisson-lognormal model and a seemingly unrelated negative 
binomial model. There are subsequent applications of on-site sampling bias correction in 
multivariate count data models in the recreation demand analysis (e.g. Moeltner and Shonkwiler 
2010; Beaumais and Appéré 2010; Hynes and Greene 2013). The correction of on-site sampling 
bias in recreation site choice models has also been studied (e.g. Moeltner and Shonkwiler 2005; 
Hindsly et al. 2011; Kuriyama et al. 2013). Note that all these existing studies closely follow the 
standard correction methods. Future research to employ the proposed reweighting approach to 
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p lognormal(3.0, 0.5) lognormal(3.9, 0.2) lognormal(3.9, 0.2) 
m lognormal(2.1, 0.25) lognormal(2.0, 0.2) lognormal(2.0, 0.2) 
e N(0, 4) - - 
𝛽0 5.0 1.0 1.0 
𝛽1 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 
𝛽2 0.1 0.1 0.1 
  - - 
Gamma(θ, θ), θ = 2  
(α = 1/θ = 0.5) 
 
Note: In addition to lognormal distribution, I also tried uniform and normal distributions for the cost variable and 






Table 2-2: Normalized Mean Error (NME) and Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) of 














   Poisson NB† Shaw E_S‡ Linear Poisson NB Linear Poisson NB 
NME 
Normal Cost 1,000 0.8617 0.8617 0.8341 0.8967 0.2989 0.8194 0.8194 0.5244 0.8125 0.8185 
Normal Income 1,000 0.8529 0.8529 0.8249 0.7757 0.3170 0.8016 0.8016 0.5625 0.8038 0.8046 
NRMSE 
Normal Cost 1,000 0.8628 0.8628 0.8358 0.9042 0.3754 0.8226 0.8226 0.6610 0.8224 0.8285 
Normal Income 1,000 0.8539 0.8539 0.8264 0.7788 0.3918 0.8044 0.8044 0.7055 0.8131 0.8133 
Note:  
† NB stands for negative binomial.  







Table 2-3: Normalized Mean Error (NME) and Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) 


























Poisson Cost 1,000 0.2960 0.0834 0.0993 0.1415 
Poisson Income 1,000 0.2889 0.0833 0.1105 0.1681 
NRMSE 
Poisson Cost 1,000 0.3040 0.1035 0.1241 0.1784 
Poisson Income 1,000 0.2989 0.1058 0.1399 0.2132 










NB Cost 1,000 0.2402 0.0944 0.1262 0.2317 
NB Income 1,000 0.1716 0.1232 0.1566 0.2842 
NRMSE 
NB Cost 1,000 0.2561 0.1185 0.1587 0.2912 




Table 2-4: Plum Island Case Study: Variable Definition and Summary Statistics 
 
Variable Description Mean Std. D. 
DayTrip Number of day trips to Plum Island in 2014 14.77 21.50 
TravelCost Total travel cost ($) [=out-of-pocket cost + Time cost] 69.25 56.33 
OTravelCost Out-of-pocket travel cost for a round trip ($) [=$0.605*distance*2] 45.45 38.29 
TimeCost Opportunity cost of time for a round trip ($) [=1/3*(Income/2080)*hours*2] 23.80 21.46 
Time Travel time (minutes) 45.28 39.06 
Distance Travel distance (miles) 37.38 31.49 
Income Household income (in ten thousand dollars) 9.88 2.32 
Age Age of the respondent 44.70 14.69 
Male =1 if male 36.0% 
Company_self =1 if visiting the beach by self 12.7% 
Firstvisit =1 if the first visit to Plum island beaches 11.4% 
Education =1 if college education 83.5% 
Retired =1 if the respondent retired 8.4% 
WaterAct =1 if the water activities involved in the beach visit 71.7% 
Site1 =1 if interviewed at site 1 12.4% 
Site2 =1 if interviewed at site 2 35.2% 
Site3 =1 if interviewed at site 3 38.6% 
Site4 =1 if interviewed at site 4 14.0% 



















     
TravelCost -0.0149*** -0.0168*** -0.00989*** -0.0111*** 
 (0.000232) (0.000253) (0.000477) (0.000542) 
     
Income 0.0469*** 0.0494*** 0.0515*** 0.0587*** 
 (0.00332) (0.00341) (0.0119) (0.0134) 
     
Male -0.0628*** -0.0641*** -0.0830 -0.0940 
 (0.0169) (0.0175) (0.0604) (0.0686) 
     
Retired 0.333*** 0.347*** 0.402*** 0.457*** 
 (0.0249) (0.0255) (0.102) (0.116) 
     
Company_self 0.0708*** 0.0717*** 0.167** 0.203** 
 (0.0213) (0.0220) (0.0839) (0.0953) 
     
Firstvisit -1.365*** -1.771*** -1.393*** -1.846*** 
 (0.0573) (0.0744) (0.105) (0.125) 
     
WaterAct 0.106*** 0.109*** 0.119* 0.131* 
 (0.0181) (0.0188) (0.0636) (0.0723) 
     
Site2 -0.324*** -0.351*** -0.308*** -0.358*** 
 (0.0252) (0.0260) (0.0944) (0.1078) 
     
Site3 -0.276*** -0.302*** -0.290*** -0.352*** 
 (0.0244) (0.0252) (0.0934) (0.1066) 
     
Site4 -0.500*** -0.534*** -0.495*** -0.554*** 
 (0.0319) (0.0332) (0.111) (0.126) 
     
Constant 3.245*** 3.247*** 2.924*** -7.683** 
 (0.0430) (0.0445) (0.146) (4.033) 
     
α   0.776*** 0.0000262 
   (0.033) (0.0001055) 
N 1169 1169 1169 1169 
AIC 19752.1 20430.1 8123.2 7843.5 
BIC 19807.8 20485.8 8184.0 7904.2 
Log-lik -9865.0 -10204.1 -4049.6 -3909.7 
LR-chi2 8892.1 9873.5 585.31 790.59 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.10, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***
 p < 0.01 
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TravelCost -0.0283*** -0.0111*** -0.00918*** 
 (0.00204) (0.000841) (0.000795) 
    
Income 0.161** 0.0421** 0.0550*** 
 (0.0639) (0.0165) (0.0186) 
    
Male -0.420 -0.102 -0.158* 
 (0.256) (0.0712) (0.0889) 
    
Retired 0.799 0.170 0.313* 
 (0.664) (0.145) (0.188) 
    
Company_self 2.408*** 0.444*** 0.549*** 
 (0.506) (0.0767) (0.122) 
    
Firstvisit -2.618*** -1.218*** -1.500*** 
 (0.207) (0.104) (0.126) 
    
WaterAct 0.351 0.102 0.101 
 (0.260) (0.0724) (0.0937) 
    
Site2 -0.116 -0.0113 -0.101 
 (0.405) (0.120) (0.151) 
    
Site3 0.321 0.0658 -0.0578 
 (0.405) (0.119) (0.145) 
    
Site4 -0.649 -0.155 -0.187 
 (0.489) (0.147) (0.178) 
    
Constant 5.395*** 1.844*** 1.302*** 
 (0.736) (0.197) (0.254) 
    
σ or α 6.092***  1.415*** 
 (0.217)  (0.225) 
N 1169 1169 1169 
AIC 1969.4 1728.5 1208.7 
BIC 2030.2 1784.2 1269.5 
Log-lik -972.7 -853.3 -592.3 
Wald-chi2 340.7 481.7 356.9 
Standard errors in parentheses 
 *
 p < 0.10, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***




Table 2-7: Consumer Surplus Estimates Based on Negative Binomial Count Data Models  
 
 
Mean CS per Trip ($) 
Negative Binomial 
Without Correction $101.11($91.55, $110.67) 
Englin and Shonkwiler Correction $90.09 ($81.47, $98.71) 
The Reweighting Approach $108.93 ($90.44, $127.42) 








Figure 2-1: Diagram of Data Generating Process for On-site Samples 
 
 













Figure 2-2: Box Plots of Cost Coefficient Estimates under True Model 1 (Truncated Normal) 
(1,000 Simulation Runs) 
 
 
  Note: True cost coefficient 𝛽1 = −0.02 
 
Figure 2-3: Box Plots of Income Coefficient Estimates under True Model 1 (Truncated Normal) 
 (1,000 Simulation Runs)  
 
 




Figure 2-4: Box Plots of Cost Coefficient Estimates under True Model 2 (Poisson) 
(1,000 Simulation Runs) 
 
 
  Note: True cost coefficient 𝛽1 = −0.02 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Box Plots of Income Coefficient Estimates under True Model 2 (Poisson) 
(1,000 Simulation Runs) 
 
 





Figure 2-6: Box Plots of Cost Coefficient Estimates under True Model 3 (Negative Binomial) 
(1,000 Simulation Runs) 
 
 
  Note: True cost coefficient 𝛽1 = −0.02 
 
Figure 2-7: Box Plots of Income Coefficient Estimates under True Model 3 (Negative Binomial) 
(1,000 Simulation Runs) 
 
 





CHAPTER 3: Market Experience Matters: Status Quo Effect in the Economic 
Valuation of Consumer Preferences for Local Produce 
 
 
Introduction         
            Choice experiments are widely used in non-market valuation surveys to evaluate the 
relative importance of components of the public programs and to derive economic values of non-
market goods. The basic idea of choice experiments is to ask survey respondents to state their 
preferences among a few choice alternatives. Those choice alternatives are presented in terms of 
a set of attributes (usually a price attribute included) where the levels of attributes vary across the 
choice alternatives. Each of the decision makers considers the tradeoffs among different levels of 
the attributes and chooses one from the choice alternatives. The economic value of a certain 
attribute can be recovered by examining the marginal rate of substitution between the attribute of 
interest and the price attribute based on the choices made by decision makers.      
            In choice experiments, to avoid forcing a choice, respondents are usually given an option 
to choose the status quo or a no change alternative. Breffle and Rowe (2002) discuss whether the 
status quo option should be included in the survey design and empirical analysis and they 
conclude that the decision depends on the research questions. Most studies in transportation 
research and environmental economics include the status quo option to give a more realistic 
choice scenario (Ortuzar and Willumsen 2001). Hanley et al. (2006) point out that the choice of 
status quo option in choice experiments is similar to a zero bid behavior in contingent valuation 
studies, and the respondents refuse to give a bid to reveal their real preferences. Consequently, 
model estimation and the following economic valuation are potentially affected if the 
respondents have a disproportionate preference for the status quo option. Various factors have 
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been reported to affect the choice of status quo, including respondents’ social-economic 
characteristics, complexity of experimental design, the protest attitude, the attitude towards the 
goods (Scarpa et al. 2007; Meyerhoff and Liebe 2009; Boxall et al. 2009).     
            While I follow the established line of research to investigate the possible factors that 
affect the choice of status quo option in choice experiments, I focus on one particular factor, 
previous market experience, to understand the status quo effect. This essay emphasizes how the 
market experience contributes to the status quo effect in human decision making and attempts to 
empirically test the market experience hypothesis. In my empirical model, I first examine the 
presence of status quo effect in choice experiments using the data from an economic valuation 
study on locally grown fresh produce in Massachusetts. It is found that the respondents exhibit a 
considerable preference for the status quo option. I further explore the possible determinants of 
the status quo effect, in particular including the individual characteristics, the market experience, 
and prior knowledge about the product, as well as some behavioral factors. The evidence has 
been found that market experience in purchasing the product significantly reduces the choice of 
the status quo option in choice experiments, which is consistent with behavioral theory.      
            The next section reviews the status quo effect literature in human decision making and 
the treatment of status quo effect in choice experiments. I propose the hypothesis of a market 
experience effect on the status quo effect, based on economic and behavioral theories. The third 
section lays out the econometric framework to empirically test the market experience hypothesis. 
Section 4 describes the choice experiments design of the economic valuation of locally grown 
fresh produce in Massachusetts and summarizes the data. Section 5 presents the results of the 




Status Quo Effect 
            Status quo effect has been recognized by psychologists and behavior economists for 
several decades. It describes the disproportionate preference for the current situation when new 
alternatives are available to decision makers (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988). There are 
numerous possible explanations for the status quo bias phenomenon, including transaction cost, 
uncertainty, cognitive misperception, loss aversion, psychological commitment from 
misperceived sunk costs, regret avoidance, and a drive for consistency. Thaler (1980) finds that it 
requires more than what people are willing to pay to give up an option that they have already had, 
which is called the endowment effect. Essentially, the status quo effect is an endowment effect in 
human decision making which leads to the acceptance of the default existing option. The status 
quo effect has also been intensively studied in neuroscience, although the neural mechanism 
behind the scene is unclear yet. For example, Fleming et al. (2010) suggest that status quo bias in 
the human brain may be related to specific prefrontal-basel ganglia dynamics.  
            Adamowicz et al. (1998) and Salked et al. (2000) point out that the status quo effect may 
exist in choice experiments. People evaluate the choice alternatives with which they are more 
familiar with using a systematically different approach when compared to the alternatives that 
are presented hypothetically (Scarpa and Alberrini 2005). To better understand the status quo 
effect in choice experiments, some studies attempt to search for factors that motivate the 
individual decision maker to choose the status quo, such as individual characteristics, over-
burdened choice task, and protest attitudes (Scarpa et al. 2007; Meyerhoff and Liebe 2009; 
Boxall et al. 2009).  
            A common way to account for the status quo effect in choice experiments is to introduce 
an alternative specific constant for the status quo option. Scarpa et al. (2007) point out that it is 
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not sufficient to merely introduce a status quo constant in the econometric model for the purpose 
of accounting for the status quo effect in choice experiments and they decompose the status quo 
constant using the respondents’ socio-economic characteristics. The authors employ the data 
from a Yorkshire Water survey to estimate the nested logit models and mixed logit models, and 
they conclude that the mixed logit models with the decomposition of status quo constant fit the 
data better. Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009) find that the protest attitude, the attitude towards the 
good, and the perceived choice complexity affect the respondent’s choice of status quo option. 
The choice experiments survey was designed to measure the welfare impact of the change in 
forest biodiversity on people who live in two different regions. There are two different degrees of 
survey complexity across the two regions and both surveys consist of the attitude questions 
towards survey protest and forest conservation, as well as the perceived survey complexity. 
Using error component logit and random parameter logit models, the authors find that the protest 
attitude and perceived complexity tend to increase the status quo effect. Boxall et al. (2009) 
study the status quo effect in two choice experiments: improvements to a threatened population 
of Woodland Caribou in Alberta and the forest management program in Saskatchewan. In the 
random parameters logit with heterogeneity (RPL-HET) model, it is shown that increasing 
choice complexity increases the choice of status quo option. Among the individual 
characteristics, the increase in age and the decrease in level of education also lead the 
respondents to choose status quo option.  
            In spite of those aforementioned factors, this essay focuses on the effect of market 
experience on the status quo effect, which is paid less attention in the existing literature. I 
hypothesize that the market experience will affect the information set of the respondents and thus 
will affect the choice of the status quo option. In fact, the effect of market experience has been 
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documented on the valuation studies in general. For example, Hanley et al. (1997) find that the 
respondents have difficulty giving an accurate answer to the willingness to pay questions when 
prior market experience is missing. In addition, Hanemann (1999) finds that the valuation of 
market goods is less prone to hypothetical bias using stated preference methods. Therefore the 
status quo effect tends to be stronger among those who have not faced similar questions before. 
In another important literature, List (2003) uses the experimental data to confirm the hypothesis 
that market experience can eliminate the behavioral anomalies, such as the endowment effect. 
List (2011) further studies the effect of market experience on the disparity between willingness 
to pay and willingness to accept. He finds the difference in willingness to pay and willingness to 
accept is evident among the inexperienced consumers but the difference shrinks when experience 
increases in his field experiment. There are several other studies that link market experience with 
the learning effect. The market experience helps the respondent to increase the familiarity and 
knowledge of the goods. Even some hypothetical “market” experience is found to be helpful to 
obtain the true preferences. Cherry et al. (2003), Carlsson et al. (2012), and Day et al. (2012) 
study the effect of repetition and learning on obtaining the true preferences in the stated 
preference surveys and they have found preferences are more consistent after respondents have 
made a few rounds of choices to learn the experience. Meyerhoff et al. (2014) document a meta-
analysis to study the sources of protest behavior in stated preference surveys which is similar to 
status quo effect. They find that market goods suffer less from protest behavior issues compared 
with non-market goods. All those studies convey the same message that market experience might 
be an important factor in understanding the status quo effect in human choice behavior, since it 
changes the information set of decision making.         
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            Another mechanism of how market experience affects the degree of the status quo effect 
is through the avoidance of taste uncertainty. Loomes et al. (2009) use a reference-dependent 
expected utility theory to develop a theoretical model of the status quo effect in consumers’ 
choice behavior. It is assumed that consumers are uncertain about their utility function before 
they have any consumption experiences. Under prospect theory, if the consumers have 
asymmetric perceptions about losses and gains, the model explains that the status quo effect 
might exist. It is also shown that the status quo effect may decay as the individual experience 
increases.  
            To examine whether market experience affects the status quo effect in choice 
experiments, the following section lays out a simple empirical framework to test the effect of 
market experience on the status quo effect. As a common practice in the economic valuation 
studies using choice experiments, I also implement the willingness to pay calculations. 
 
Empirical Strategy 
            Discrete choice models are usually used to analyze the choice experiments data. The 
discrete choice models are based on the Random Utility Model (RUM). The utility function of a 
decision-maker consists of two components: a deterministic component and a random 
component,   
ninini VU   
The deterministic component of the utility function is usually assumed to be a linear function of 
choice attributes (and individual characteristics in more complex models). To account for the 
status quo effect, the alternative specific constant for the current situation is built into the 
deterministic component of the utility function. Thus, the term is written as, 
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kikSQni XV    
The alternative specific constant (ASC) takes the value of 1 for the current situation, and zero 
otherwise. A rational decision-maker only chooses the alternative that gives the highest utility. 
The probability that the decision-maker n chooses alternative i is,  
ijVV njnjninini     )Pr(   
            There are different assumptions about the distribution of the random error term, which 
leads to different types of discrete choice models. If I assume the error term follows an 
independent and identical Type I extreme value distribution, then a conditional logit model is 
obtained. The conditional logit model is one of the most basic models in the discrete choice 
model family and has been widely used for analyzing discrete choice data since the seminal 
paper published by McFadden (1974). The closed-form expression for the probability of 















            A simple way to detect the status quo effect in choice experiments is to test whether the 
alternative specific constant (ASC)
38
 is statistically different from zero. A statistically significant 
coefficient of ASC suggests that the status quo effect might occur (Adamowicz et al. 1998; 
Scarpa et al. 2005; Scarpa et al. 2007). To study the determinants of the status quo effect, I 
follow a similar strategy that is suggested by Meyerhoff and Liebe (2009), to incorporate 
different factors of status quo effect as the interaction terms with the ASC in the standard 
econometric models. Those determinants of status quo effect are hypothesized to be the 
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 Or alternatively insert a common constant in the indirect utility function for the alternatives other than status quo. 
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household characteristics, the market experience, and the knowledge about the product, as well 
as some behavioral factors such as volunteering frequency, donation frequency, regret tendency, 
and involvement in environmental protection activities. In this essay, I am particular interested in 
testing the effect of market experience on the choice of status quo option in choice experiments. 
            However, it is well-known that conditional logit models fail to account for preference 
heterogeneity among respondents. In addition, the independence of irrelevant alternatives has to 
be assumed, which means that the odds ratio of two choice alternatives does not depend on the 
characteristics of any other alternatives. It has been shown that the independence of irrelevant 
alternatives assumption leads to unrealistic predictions of the choice probabilities. Mixed logit 
models relax the independence of irrelevant alternatives assumption by allowing one or more of 
the parameters in the model to be randomly distributed and correlated with each other (Revelt 
and Train 1998)
39
. If I assume   to be randomly distributed, the unconditional probability of 
*





where )|( f  is the density function of  , and  is the parameter of the density function. 
Since the estimation of parameters in mixed logit models requires the integration over  , there is 
no closed-form solution to the maximum likelihood function and usually a simulation approach 
is employed.  
            When the utility function is specified as a linear expression of choice attributes, the 
welfare measure for a change in the attribute is calculated by the log-sum formula (Bockstael, 
McConnell, and Strand 1991). 
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ijx  and 
)2(
ijx are the two states of choice alternative attributes; p is the coefficient of the 
price attribute. I assume constant marginal utility of income, so the price coefficient is a constant. 
In mixed logit models, some of the attribute coefficients are randomly distributed, and the mean 
welfare measure estimate can be obtained by the simulation method which randomly draws data 
points from the estimated distribution of   to approximate the multi-dimensional integration.  
 
Choice Experiments on Local Agriculture in Massachusetts 
            With the increasing interest in local agriculture across the country, the literature of the 
economic valuation of locally grown food is growing. Various methods have been used to obtain 
consumers’ preferences for locally grown food, for example contingent valuation (Loureiro and 
Hine 2002; Giraud et al. 2005; Carpio and Isengildina-Massa 2009), conjoint analysis (Darby et 
al. 2008; Adalja et al. 2015), and choice experiments (James et al. 2009; Onken et al. 2011; 
Onozaka and McFadden 2011; Pyburn et al. 2016).  Onozaka and McFadden (2011) use a 
national web-based survey to study U.S. consumers’ preferences for the local attribute of 
tomatoes and apples and the interaction effects between local claims and other claims, including 
organic, fair trade, and carbon footprint. Their results show that U.S. consumers are willing to 
pay a 9 to 15 percent price premium for locally grown products relative to domestically grown 
products. Adalja et al. (2015) estimate WTP for locally produced food using both hypothetical 
and non-hypothetical conjoint analysis and they find typical Maryland residents and supermarket 
shoppers are willing to pay a premium for local food products. Pyburn et al. (2016) use choice 
experiments to assess the consumer preferences for locally grown green beans, cucumbers, and 
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snap peas in New Hampshire. The conditional logit models show that New Hampshire 
consumers are willing to pay 35 percent, 55 percent, and 30 percent price premiums for locally 
grown green beans, cucumbers, and snap peas respectively. 
            To study the status quo effect, I conducted choice experiments in Massachusetts. A focus 
group was employed to collect information regarding consumers’ preferences and purchasing 
habits for local and organic produce through a few qualitative questions. I recruited the 
participants of the focus meeting from the northeastern New England areas through a few 
screening questions. The opinions on the consumers’ definition of “local” were also collected 
and the consensus was “produce cultivated within 50 miles of where it was purchased”. Beside 
the types of fresh produce that should be included in the experiments, the respondents were also 
asked about what would be the important factors that affect their purchasing behavior of 
agricultural products. All the information from focus group meetings was used to determine the 
attributes and levels of attributes in the choice experiments design.  
    Three produce types are considered in the survey: snap peas, green beans, and cucumbers. 
Five attributes are specified to describe each vegetable in the choice experiments design. Table 
3-1, Table 3-2, and Table 3-3 tabulate the detailed information of the five attributes and the 
associated levels for the three vegetables, respectively. The first two attributes indicate whether 
the produce is grown locally
40
 or with certified organic practices. The appearance of the produce 
is also included as an important factor that affects the purchase decision, since the consumers 
probably use appearance as the quality perception. Freshness and quality of the produce have 
been shown as the most important attributes for household consumers (Bond et al. 2008; Brown 
2003). The location of purchase (directly from farmers or indirectly from grocery 
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 The “local” is defined as produce grown within 50 miles of the point of purchase as agreed by the participants of 
the focus groups meetings. 
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stores/supermarkets) is included as a measure of the convenience of purchase for consumers
41
. 
Finally, price is included to obtain the willingness to pay estimates for each of the non-price 
attributes.  
    Among the five attributes, two levels (Yes/No) are designed for four attributes and there 
are four levels for the price attribute. In a sample choice scenario as shown in Table 3-4, 
consumers were invited to compare and choose from two bundles of produce attributes with an 
opt-out option if neither of the two bundles is desirable. The status quo effect states that some 
respondents disproportionately choose the no-option. An orthogonal main effects design was 
employed for the choice experiments design, which resulted in eight runs (eight sets of two 
bundles) for each vegetable. I further divided the eight runs into 4 blocks with two runs in each 
block. As a result, four versions of the survey questionnaires were generated and each survey 
respondent was asked to choose between two bundles twice for each of the three vegetables. In 
addition to the comparison of the vegetable bundles, the questions about the market purchase 
experience and the self-reported knowledge of locally and organically grown fresh produce were 
also asked to make sure that I can test the market experience hypothesis on the status quo effect. 
The respondents were also asked about their purchase habits for groceries and food items, their 
understanding of local produce, reasons for purchasing local/organic, as well as their household 
characteristics at the end of the survey. There were also four behavioral questions to investigate 
the behavioral determinants of the status quo effect, such as the frequency of volunteering, 
donating and feeling regretful after making a decision, and participation status in environmental 
protection activities. The survey questionnaires were created and distributed via Qualtrics Survey 
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. Given the time and budget constraints, an online sample of email addresses 
was purchased from Qualtrics. The owners of the email addresses are Massachusetts residents 
who are at least18 years old. The survey was started from the end of April and completed by the 
middle of May, 2016. After clearing incomplete responses, no-responses and non-compliers, 216 
respondents remain in the final sample.         
            Table 3-5 summarizes the respondents’ characteristics. In particular, about 13.2 percent 
vote for the status quo (no choice) for snap peas, 9 percent for green beans, and 10.3 percent for 
cucumbers in the survey. About 59 percent of the respondents are female. The mean age is about 
52.92 years with a standard deviation of about 14.8 years, which indicates that the sample has 
broad coverage of food consumers in the household. The average annual household income is 
about $74,166.67. For educational attainment and employment status, I show the percentage of 
respondents in different categories. For example, about 16.67 percent of the respondents do not 
have any college education. About 46.3 percent of the sample work fulltime and 25.46 percent 
have retired. The respondents were also asked some questions about their market experience in 
purchasing locally grown and organically grown fresh produce and the self-reported knowledge 
about locally grown and organically grown. About 86.57 percent of the respondents have market 
purchase experience of locally grown fresh produce and about 73.15 percent for organically 
grown fresh produce. The average self-reported knowledge scores about locally grown and 
organically grown fresh produce are 5.31 and 5.39, respectively, under the 1-10 scale. The 
average frequency of volunteering is about 2.64 times every year and is about 3.93 times for 
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 Qualtrics is a research software company that provides on-line data collection and data analysis services. It has 
been widely used by researchers in business (for example marketing research), economics, sociology and many 
other fields.  
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donating. About 5.09 percent of the respondents report that they feel at least “often regretful” 
after making a decision.   
 
Results 
            Both the conditional logit models and mixed logit models with four specifications are 
estimated. Model specification 1 includes all the alternative attributes and an alternative specific 
constant for the status quo alternative (no choice) as explanatory variables. Model specification 2 
includes the interaction terms between the status quo constant with the individual characteristics 
in addition to the explanatory variables in specification 1. Model specification 3 includes 
additional key interest variables through interaction terms: the market experience in purchasing 
the product and self-reported knowledge about the product. In model specification 4, I further 
control for some behavioral variables to examine whether the status quo effect is associated with 
other individual behavior. 
            Table 3-6 summarizes the results of choice experiments of snap peas. I find that in both 
conditional logit and mixed logit models, the coefficients for the produce attributes are well-
behaved. The standard deviations of random parameters in mixed logit models are statistically 
different from zero, which suggests that mixed logit models perform better to capture preference 
heterogeneity. The coefficient of the price variable is negative and statistically significant at the 
1% level, which means that a higher price reduces the chance of an alternative to be chosen. The 
coefficients of local and organic are positive and statistically significant at least at the 5% level, 
which means that consumers prefer for those attributes of snap peas. I also identify the negative 
effect of the blemishes and positive effect of direct purchasing from farmers on the consumers’ 
choices. The alternative specific constant for no-choice is statistically different from zero and 
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negative, which indicates the existence of status quo effect. In the second model, when 
controlling for more individual characteristics, I find that the female and education variables 
have significant negative effects on the choice of status quo. It informs us that females and 
respondents with college education are less likely to choose status quo in the choice experiments 
of snap peas. 
            Out of my particular interest, the market experience and prior knowledge variables reveal 
more information about the status quo effect. In model S3 and model S7, the negative sign of the 
interaction term between the status quo and market experience suggests a smaller likelihood of 
choosing the status quo if the respondent has some market experience in purchasing the local or 
organic vegetables and fruits. However, the effect of knowledge about locally and organically 
grown fresh produce is mixed. The effect of knowledge is not significantly different from zero 
except in model S4 of the conditional logit model, and the effect disappears when random 
parameters are allowed in mixed logit models.   
            In model S8, I find that the frequency of volunteering per year negatively affects the 
choice of status quo. It suggests that people who volunteer more are less likely to choose the no 
choice option, which may be attributed to the willingness to help local farmers or the enthusiasm 
about helping the survey. However, there is no statistically significant association detected for 
the other behavior variables such as frequency of donation, frequency of feeling regret, and 
participating in any environmental association in the past three years.               
            I find the similar negative effect of the market purchasing experience of locally grown 
produce on the choice of status quo in the green beans experiments. However, the effect of 
market purchasing experience of organically grown produce is not significantly different from 
zero, which suggests that only certain market experience affects the status quo effect. Similar to 
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snap peas, there is no effect detected for the prior knowledge variable as well for green beans. 
Table 3-7 summarizes the results of the green beans choice experiments in more detail. The 
comparison between conditional logit models and mixed logit models also suggests the mixed 
logit models perform better. The coefficients of price, locally grown attributes, and organically 
grown attributes are also well-behaved as expected. However, the coefficients of blemish and 
direct purchase from farmers are not significantly different from zero for green beans. Similar to 
the results of snap peas, the constant term for no choice alternative is also negative and 
statistically different from zero. Controlling for the individual characteristics makes the constant 
term smaller in magnitude. Additional control of purchasing experience and prior knowledge 
further decomposes the status quo effect in the constant term. I do not find any effect of the 
behavioral variables in the green beans experiments.  
            In the choice experiments of cucumbers, I also find the statistically significant effect of 
the market experience of locally grown fresh produce on the status quo effect, which is 
consistent with the findings in the snap peas and green beans experiments. Likewise, the effects 
of market experience of organically grown fresh produce and prior knowledge are not 
statistically significant. Interestingly, the coefficients of the locally grown attribute are not 
significantly different from zero in the preferred mixed logit models, which suggests that the 
respondents are not willing to pay a higher premium for locally grown cucumbers as opposed the 
non-locally grown cucumbers in Massachusetts, holding the other attributes as the same. The 
individual characteristics do not affect the choice of the status quo option as they do in the snap 
peas and green beans experiments. Among the behavioral variables, I find that the coefficient of 
frequency of feeling regretful is negatively associated with the choice of no option. It seems that 
this is inconsistent with the psychology theory that regret avoidance is one of the motivating 
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factors that lead individuals to choose the status quo. However, since the choice of fresh produce 
is relatively a simple and common choice task, the chance of feeling regretful for the choice 
made is relatively small. 
            The willingness to pay estimates for the different attributes are calculated in Table 3-9, 
Table 3-10, and Table 3-11 for snap peas, green beans, and cucumbers respectively. Since mixed 
logit models are superior to the conditional logit models based on the regression results, I rely on 
the mixed logit models to report the willingness to pay estimates. Individual characteristics, 
market experience, knowledge, and some behavioral variables are controlled to account for the 
status quo effect. The joint tests reject the null hypothesis that all the coefficients of behavior 
variables are zero except for green beans. Therefore model S8, model G8, and model C8 are 
preferred as the best model
43
. Across the three fresh produce types, the respondents are willing to 
pay a high premium for locally grown snap peas and green beans (about $1.348 per pound for 
snap peas and $1.401 per pound for green beans), but not for locally grown cucumbers, holding 
everything else as constant. In addition, the respondents are willing to pay a positive price 
premium for the organically grown feature (about $0.602 per pound for snap peas, $0.838 per 
pound for green beans, and $0.542 per pound for cucumbers), holding everything else the same. 
The comparison of welfare measures before and after the control of market experience shows 
smaller changes in the magnitude of willingness to pay.     
  
Conclusions 
            As a well-known phenomenon in human decision making, that status quo effect has 
attracted the attention of researchers from many fields. I focus on the status quo effect in choice 
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 Even for green beans, the extra control for behavioral variables does not affect the estimation of mixed logit 
model and the willingness to pay measures significantly. 
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experiments that are widely used in economic valuation studies. For example, people give up on 
making a choice although the available alternatives are apparently better than the no-choice 
scenario. In this essay, it is hypothesized that market experience affects the choice of status quo 
option in choice experiments. I test this hypothesis in discrete choice models by decomposing the 
alternative specific constant for status quo option. I examine the factors that contribute to the 
alternative specific constant, such as individual characteristics, market experience, self-reported 
knowledge, and some behavioral variables.  
           From the choice experiments data on the consumers’ preferences for locally grown 
produce in Massachusetts, I find the evidence of the status quo effect in consumers’ choice 
behavior, which confirms the previous findings by Scarpa et al.(2007), Meyerhoff and Liebe 
(2009), and Boxall et al. (2009). More important, I find that the market experience in purchasing 
locally grown fresh produce significantly reduces the choice of the status quo option. I further 
test the effect of self-reported knowledge about locally grown and organically grown fresh 
produce, and some behavioral variables on the choice of the status quo option. No statistically 
significant and robust results have been detected across the three sets of choice experiments. 
Given the survey data on the consumers’ preference for locally grown produce in Massachusetts, 
the impact of the additional control of market experience on the willingness to pay estimation is 
moderate. 
            The results of this study imply that when we analyze the choice data collected from 
choice experiments surveys and estimate discrete choice models, the inclusion of an alternative 
specific constant for the status quo option is necessary. In addition, the inclusion of individual 
characteristics also seems necessary for understanding the status quo effect in choice 
experiments. A commonly missing factor is the previous market experience, although it has been 
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emphasized in other economics literature. For future study, it would be interesting to study how 
the learning effect in choice experiments affects the status quo effect. Typically, respondents are 
invited to answer choice questions multiple times. The “market” experience sequentially affects 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Table 3-1: Choice Experiment Design and Assigned Levels of Attributes: Snap Peas 
 
Attribute Actual Levels 
Locally Grown (Y/N) 0,1 
Certified Organically Grown(Y/N) 0,1 
Some Blemishes or other Irregularities (Y/N) 0,1 
Purchased Directly from the Farmer (Y/N) 0,1 
Prices ($) 1.6, 2.7, 4.5, 7.0 
 
Table 3-2: Choice Experiment Design and Assigned Levels of Attributes: Green Beans 
 
Attribute Actual Levels 
Locally Grown (Y/N) 0,1 
Certified Organically Grown(Y/N) 0,1 
Some Blemishes or other Irregularities (Y/N) 0,1 
Purchased Directly from the Farmer (Y/N) 0,1 
Prices ($) 1.4, 2.0, 2.75, 3.5 
 
Table 3-3: Choice Experiment Design and Assigned Levels of Attributes: Cucumbers 
 
Attribute Actual Levels 
Locally Grown (Y/N) 0,1 
Certified Organically Grown(Y/N) 0,1 
Some Blemishes or other Irregularities (Y/N) 0,1 
Purchased Directly from the Farmer (Y/N) 0,1 






Table 3-4: Sample Hypothetical Bundles of Produce 
 
Green Bean Bundle A Green Bean Bundle B 
Non-Locally Grown Locally Grown 
Certified Organically Grown Conventionally Grown 
$1.40/lb. $2.00/lb. 
Some Blemishes or other 
Irregularities 
No Blemishes or other 
Irregularities 
Purchased Directly from the 
Farmer (e.g. farmer’s market) 
Purchased Indirectly from the 
Farmer (e.g. grocery store) 
 
o Bundle A (1) 
o Bundle B (2) 




Table 3-5: Summary Statistics of Massachusetts Respondent Characteristics in the Choice 
Experiments of Local Agriculture 
 
 Mean Standard Deviation 
Demographic Characteristics   
Female 0.59 0.49 
Age 52.92 14.80 
Annual Household Income (in dollars) 74166.67 30354.09 
Education Level  
Did Not Finish High School 2.78% 
High School/GED 13.89% 
Some College 23.15% 
4-yr College Degree 32.41% 
Graduate 27.78% 







Home care 3.24% 
Market Purchasing Experience of Locally 
Grown Fresh Produce (1-5) 
73.15% 
Market Purchasing Experience of Organically 
Grown Fresh Produce (1-5) 
86.57% 
Participation in Environment Protection 
Activities in the Past Three Years 
16.70% 
Frequency of Often Feeling Regretful for 
Decision-making 
5.09% 
Knowledge About Locally Grown Fresh 
Produce (1-10) 
5.39 2.30 
Knowledge About Organically Grown Fresh 
Produce (1-10) 
5.31 2.26 
Frequency of Volunteer Every Year 2.64 3.10 
Frequency of Donation Every Year 3.93 2.80 





Table 3-6: Conditional Logit and Mixed Logit Models for Snap Peas 
 



































 (0.156) (0.160) (0.162) (0.163) (0.303) (0.319) (0.275) (0.280) 


















 (0.151) (0.155) (0.157) (0.158) (0.286) (0.277) (0.247) (0.254) 


















 (0.0624) (0.0642) (0.0651) (0.0657) (0.132) (0.148) (0.126) (0.132) 


















 (0.150) (0.153) (0.155) (0.155) (0.252) (0.263) (0.232) (0.236) 


















 (0.151) (0.153) (0.155) (0.155) (0.277) (0.282) (0.252) (0.255) 









 -0.796 0.598 
 (0.263) (0.458) (0.607) (0.810) (0.483) (0.626) (0.732) (0.966) 
         
sq*inc  -0.0775 -0.0344 -0.173  -0.0945 0.0231 -0.195 
  (0.357) (0.383) (0.395)  (0.464) (0.465) (0.490) 














  (0.329) (0.353) (0.366)  (0.435) (0.429) (0.444) 














  (0.386) (0.422) (0.443)  (0.518) (0.514) (0.537) 
         
sq*retire  0.358 0.0747 -0.0481  0.472 0.133 0.0228 
  (0.341) (0.371) (0.387)  (0.441) (0.452) (0.471) 
         









   (0.419) (0.464)   (0.542) (0.587) 
         









   (0.402) (0.419)   (0.490) (0.517) 
         
sq*kwge   0.0459 0.171
*
   0.0200 0.168 
   (0.0839) (0.0953)   (0.101) (0.116) 
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sq*volunteer    -0.455
***
    -0.561
***
 
    (0.153)    (0.183) 
         
sq*donation    0.0138    0.00302 
    (0.131)    (0.158) 
         
sq*regret    -0.493    -0.596 
    (0.305)    (0.372) 
         
sq*environ    -0.613    -0.338 
    (0.806)    (0.894) 
Standard 
Deviation 
        
local     0.134 0.0509 0.0324 0.0558 
     (0.567) (0.537) (0.609) (0.635) 
         









     (0.445) (0.476) (0.461) (0.455) 
         
blemish     -0.204 0.348 0.123 0.0453 
     (1.053) (0.848) (0.915) (0.626) 
         









     (0.515) (0.591) (0.493) (0.486) 
         
#Choices 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 
#Respondents 216 216 216 216 216 216 216 216 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***





Table 3-7: Conditional Logit and Mixed Logit Models for Green Beans 
 



































 (0.156) (0.157) (0.157) (0.157) (0.464) (0.681) (0.801) (0.688) 


















 (0.151) (0.151) (0.151) (0.151) (0.336) (0.500) (0.575) (0.510) 


















 (0.144) (0.146) (0.146) (0.146) (0.315) (0.448) (0.518) (0.461) 
         
blemish -0.162 -0.165 -0.152 -0.149 -0.208 -0.193 -0.204 -0.197 
 (0.135) (0.136) (0.136) (0.136) (0.242) (0.294) (0.289) (0.267) 
         
direct -0.0609 -0.0546 -0.0689 -0.0735 -0.200 -0.251 -0.254 -0.245 
 (0.134) (0.134) (0.135) (0.135) (0.234) (0.284) (0.282) (0.265) 














 (0.347) (0.558) (0.677) (0.832) (0.757) (1.149) (1.160) (1.289) 














  (0.369) (0.387) (0.392)  (0.656) (0.775) (0.695) 
         
sq*female  -0.162 -0.0393 0.0494  0.327 0.580 0.600 
  (0.356) (0.373) (0.380)  (0.559) (0.650) (0.616) 
         
sq*edu  -0.238 -0.0068 -0.0123  -0.400 -0.0303 -0.107 
  (0.439) (0.479) (0.501)  (0.670) (0.743) (0.748) 
         
sq*retire  0.580 0.374 0.329  1.040
*
 0.856 0.752 
  (0.362) (0.383) (0.390)  (0.621) (0.651) (0.611) 
         









   (0.446) (0.455)   (0.834) (0.783) 
         
sq*orgexp   -0.444 -0.344   -0.296 -0.126 
   (0.430) (0.440)   (0.658) (0.653) 
         
sq*kwge   -0.0120 0.0137   -0.106 -0.0805 
   (0.0882) (0.0947)   (0.146) (0.146) 
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sq*volunteer    0.0797    0.211 
    (0.115)    (0.179) 
         
sq*donation    -0.0301    -0.101 
    (0.132)    (0.201) 
         
sq*regret    -0.0893    -0.154 
    (0.295)    (0.433) 
         
sq*environ    -1.731    -1.759 
    (1.055)    (1.232) 
Standard 
Deviation 
        









     (0.623) (0.816) (0.925) (0.785) 
         









     (0.534) (0.689) (0.852) (0.720) 
         









     (0.660) (0.854) (1.046) (0.899) 
         
direct     0.407 0.977 0.991 0.870 
     (1.036) (0.815) (0.806) (0.812) 
#Choices 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 
#Respondents 216 216 216 216 216 216 216 216 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***





Table 3-8: Conditional Logit and Mixed Logit Models for Cucumbers 
 


























 0.734 0.515 0.417 0.445 
 (0.121) (0.121) (0.123) (0.125) (0.794) (1.009) (0.270) (0.273) 
















 (0.121) (0.121) (0.123) (0.124) (0.717) (1.665) (0.255) (0.255) 
















 (0.0796) (0.0798) (0.0825) (0.0848) (0.856) (2.065) (0.308) (0.317) 
         
blemish -0.130 -0.133 -0.142 -0.156 -1.331 -1.118 -0.372 -0.342 
 (0.119) (0.119) (0.120) (0.121) (0.937) (2.560) (0.256) (0.248) 
         
direct 0.126 0.128 0.144 0.165 1.316
*
 1.035 0.430 0.366 
 (0.119) (0.119) (0.120) (0.122) (0.735) (1.594) (0.270) (0.255) 










 (0.264) (0.632) (0.765) (1.069) (2.578) (4.512) (1.182) (1.449) 
         
sq*inc  -0.126 -0.184 -0.270  -0.543 -0.424 -0.356 
  (0.444) (0.497) (0.513)  (0.796) (0.658) (0.651) 





 -0.670  -1.179 -0.748 -0.487 
  (0.429) (0.459) (0.467)  (1.623) (0.591) (0.604) 
         
sq*edu  -0.0138 0.305 0.597  0.379 1.126 1.326 
  (0.559) (0.614) (0.653)  (1.515) (0.846) (0.871) 
         
sq*retire  0.785
*
 0.461 0.483  0.763 0.987 0.833 
  (0.427) (0.470) (0.480)  (0.886) (0.678) (0.649) 
         









   (0.506) (0.537)   (0.745) (0.781) 
         
sq*orgexp   -1.007
*
 -0.895   -1.009 -1.051 
   (0.528) (0.553)   (0.679) (0.689) 
         
sq*kwge   -0.134 -0.0797   -0.197 -0.132 
   (0.104) (0.119)   (0.142) (0.155) 
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sq*volunteer    0.120    0.124 
    (0.138)    (0.180) 
         
sq*donation    -0.192    -0.313 
    (0.161)    (0.217) 
         
sq*regret    -1.339
***
    -1.537
**
 
    (0.507)    (0.668) 
         
sq*environ    -13.87    -19.85 
    (678.4)    (13397) 
Standard 
Deviation 
        







     (3.581) (10.42) (0.759) (0.745) 
         





     (1.522) (4.463) (0.670) (0.780) 
         







     (1.857) (4.787) (0.561) (0.650) 
         







     (1.130) (2.342) (0.555) (0.629) 
#Choices 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 432 
#Respondents 216 216 216 216 216 216 216 216 
Standard errors in parentheses 
*
 p < 0.1, 
**
 p < 0.05, 
***
































Local 1.272*** 1.278*** 1.251*** 1.250*** 1.496*** 1.488*** 1.362*** 1.348*** 
 (32.24%) (32.34%) (31.70%) (31.66%) (37.89%) (37.65%) (34.50%) (34.12%) 
Organic 0.535** 0.559** 0.547** 0.547** 0.728** 0.680** 0.602** 0.602** 
 (13.55%) (14.14%) (13.87%) (13.86%) (18.42%) (17.21%) (15.25%) (15.23%) 
Blemish -0.878*** -0.886*** -0.874*** -0.872*** -0.900*** -0.921*** -0.877*** -0.876*** 
 (-22.25%) (-22.44%) (-22.15%) (-22.09%) (-22.78%) (-23.34%) (-22.20%) (-22.18%) 
Direct 0.699*** 0.702*** 0.689*** 0.689*** 0.562* 0.578* 0.560** 0.555** 
 (17.69%) (17.77%) (17.43%) (17.44%) (14.22%) (14.61%) (14.17%) (14.03%) 
Note: WTP measures for a change in attribute level.  *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 90%, 95%, 
99% confidence levels respectively. Values in parentheses represent the markup percentage for the premium of each 
attribute using the average price level for each product as the base. 
 



























Local 1.256*** 1.249*** 1.265*** 1.268*** 1.397*** 1.421*** 1.424*** 1.401*** 
 (52.07%) (51.78%) (52.41%) (52.53%) (57.91%) (58.93%) (59.02%) (58.04%) 
Organic 0.819*** 0.815*** 0.820*** 0.821*** 0.796*** 0.843*** 0.847** 0.838*** 
 (33.94%) (33.79%) (34.01%) (34.06%) (33.01%) (34.94%) (35.10%) (34.72%) 
Blemish -0.157 -0.159 -0.149 -0.147 -0.143 -0.111 -0.120 -0.123 
 (-6.54%) (-6.58%) (-6.15%) (-6.09%) (-5.93%) (-4.62%) (-4.97%) (-5.12%) 
Direct -0.059 -0.053 -0.067 -0.071 -0.138 -0.145 -0.149 -0.153 
 (-2.46%) (-2.18%) (-2.79%) (-2.94%) (-5.71%) (-6.01%) (-6.18%) (-6.32%) 
Note: WTP measures for a change in attribute level.  *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 90%, 95%, 
99% confidence levels respectively. Values in parentheses represent the markup percentage for the premium of each 
































Local 0.377** 0.366** 0.389** 0.405** 0.307 0.254 0.326 0.343 
 (17.92%) (17.45%) (18.51%) (19.29%) (14.59%) (12.09%) (15.55%) (16.33%) 
Organic 0.538*** 0.533*** 0.539*** 0.543*** 0.571* 0.543 0.521*** 0.542** 
 (25.63%) (25.38%) (25.67%) (25.85%) (27.20%) (25.86%) (24.80%) (25.78%) 
Blemish -0.194 -0.200 -0.206 -0.216 -0.556 -0.551 -0.291 -0.287 
 (-9.28%) (-9.51%) (-9.77%) (-10.25%) (-26.46%) (-26.24%) (-13.87%) (-13.65%) 
Direct 0.189 0.192 0.208 0.228 0.549* 0.510 0.336 0.327 
 (9.00%) (9.15%) (9.91%) (10.85%) (26.17%) (24.29%) (16.03%) (15.59%) 
Note: WTP measures for a change in attribute level.  *, **, and *** represent statistical significance at the 90%, 95%, 
99% confidence levels respectively. Values in parentheses represent the markup percentage for the premium of each 







            This dissertation consists of three essays on the non-market valuation methods in 
environmental economics. I study three issues that may potentially lead to biases in 
environmental valuation. Through a meta-analysis of hedonic property value models, the first 
essay emphasizes the effect of site and location-specific characteristics on the value estimates of 
beach proximity. It provides some guidance for practitioners that a meta-analysis benefit transfer 
is preferred, compared with the direct value transfer or function transfer in valuation studies, 
since it enables the incorporation of site or location-specific characteristics from multiple studies. 
For an extension, more detailed site attributes, for example the beach profile information in 
beach valuation studies, may be added to the meta-regression to further explain the importance 
of site characteristics.      
            The second essay proposes two alternative approaches to correct the on-site sampling 
bias in survey data analysis. The new approaches separate the correction of endogenous 
stratification and data truncation issues, which enables the flexible choice of model 
specifications. I show that the new approaches outperform the standard corrections when the 
underlying population distribution deviates from the standard assumptions. I apply the alternative 
correction approaches to the Plum Island beach visitation data and demonstrate the 
implementation in practice. The new approaches are applicable in many other fields, such as 
marketing research and public health as well. For the future study, I plan to extend the new 
alternative approaches to multivariate count data models and the choice experiments data 
analysis that also suffer from the on-site sampling bias.      
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            The third essay deals with the potential bias associated with the choice of the status quo 
or opt-out option in choice experiments. From the choice experiments data on locally grown 
fresh produce in Massachusetts, I confirm that including an alternative specific constant for the 
status quo or opt-out option is necessary. Beyond this, I show that market experience is another 
potential determinant of the status quo effect along with other factors, such as individual 
characteristics. For the extension, more investigations into the status quo effect in sequential 
choice experiments are interesting. It helps to understand how previous choice experience affects 
the following choice of the status quo option. Additionally, it is also intriguing to further 
examine the effect of prior knowledge of the goods on the status quo effect using more refined 
measurements. 
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